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The intense pain, as well as the two pieces of high-pressure blood mist in front of him,

Made the leader of the attackers terrified to the extreme!

Because of the unbearable pain, he just opened his mouth and screamed,

And then his screams stopped abruptly!

This is because he is horrified to find that on the other side of his body,

There are six men standing in front and behind overlapping, each of them,

Without exception, the left shoulder cut off in unison!

The most horrible thing is, that not only the six people’s left shoulders are chopped off,

Even their hands are chopped at the same level as the gun is held, also neatly sliced!

His expression got suddenly horrified beyond compare!

The other attackers around him, as if they had seen a ghost,

Looked at Charlie with jaws agape, unable to figure out whether he was a human or a
ghost!

At this time, the Evans Family in the box, with their own eyes,

Saw the man’s arms being cut off instantly, two steams of blood mist gushing in through
the door,

Everyone was horrified to the extreme, not knowing who this sudden appearance of the
god of killing was.



However, although they were completely stunned by this sudden scene,

An uncontrollable excitement surged deep inside them.

The excitement was because one second they were at the mercy of others,

And could be shot to death at any time, and the next second,

A strong mysterious person suddenly appeared to protect them.

This made them see the light of life in the midst of the desperate situation of death.

At this moment, the leader of the attackers did not care to deal with his wounds,

Fear reaching in his heart to the extreme he looked at Charlie,

His voice with obvious trembling asked: “You …… What exactly are you …… What kind
of person ……”

Charlie smiled faintly and said disdainfully:

“Really want to know huh, a mere mole that can not even hold a burning stick, and how
worthy to ask of my identity?!”

The man’s body trembled at Charlie’s smile and yelled, “Shoot! Kill him!!!”

In his eyes, bullets were the best weapon!

At this time, the foremost few people subconsciously raised their guns and shot at
Charlie.

While Charlie did not even blink, said in a cold voice:

“More burning sticks are still just burning sticks!”



For him, without the abundant spiritual energy provided by the Cultivation Pill,

It would have been impossible for him to continuously resist the saturated attacks of
more than ten assault rifles.

However, since the Cultivation Pill was refined and his body’s spiritual energy had
improved greatly,

His strength was no longer able to be shaken by such ordinary weapons!

He did not move, but concentrated his aura in front of his body, forming an invisible
barrier.

Numerous incoming bullets with powerful kinetic energy gushed out,

Rushing towards Charlie at nearly the speed of sound!

At one time, the silencer dull sound of gunfire,

And the sound of shells constantly thrown out in the air, together forming wonderful
mechanical music.

The gang’s magazines were instantly emptied,

Almost simultaneously emitting the crisp sound of an empty chamber hanging up.

Just when they thought they were sure to win, the next second,

The situation in front of them made everyone on the opposite side scared out of their
wits!

Because!

They found!

All the bullets they shot!



It was as if they had cast a fixation spell, an instant stagnation in front of Charlie!

The weakness of eight-star martial artists is that their true qi, their strength,

It is not yet able to open up an absolute gap in level with modern firearms.

But!

What eight-star martial artists can not do, Charlie can do!

The strength of the aura has long exceeded the powerful kinetic energy carried by the
bullet!

It’s like the hard steel armor, never can plastic toy gun bullets pierce!

The strength of the aura is already in an absolute crushing position!

A crowd of people almost collapsed, a little less psychological quality, the legs have
begun to go weak.

At this time, Charlie sneered, “Now it’s my turn, right?”

This one sentence caused everyone to fall into an ice cave!

They had already seen the terrifying strength of Charlie, with a single chop in the void,

He was able to cut off seven people and eight arms, and the people present were no
match for him!

The last in line, at this point, has even turned around and is ready to escape!

But, Charlie would not give them the opportunity!

They just used saturation attacks in this straight corridor,

Leaving the four martial arts experts of the Evans Family nowhere to hide.
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After only a few dozen seconds, the wind and water had taken a turn!

Now, they also experienced the despair of those four martial arts experts!

Charlie’s expression was cold as he shouted coldly, “Want to run? Can you run away?”

Saying that, with a cold gaze, a soul-piercing blade moved!

And at the height of an ordinary adult’s knee, it was instantly released!

The leader of the attackers who just lost both arms,

Before he had time to scream, he felt a sharp pain in his legs and knees!

He subconsciously wanted to look down, but his center of gravity shifted,

And his entire body, along with his thighs, slide straight down from above his knees!

Immediately afterward, he fell to the ground with a crash!

This heavy fall made him almost faint from the pain!

But before he had time to wail, he saw an even more terrifying sight!

All of his men, without exception, had their legs cut off!

At this moment, more than twenty people seemed to be twenty leeks,

That had been cut off, falling to pieces and looking miserable!

The strong smell of blood instantly filled the entire aisle,

And even the Evans Family members in the box smelled the strong smell of blood.



Only, at this moment, they, being inside the room, could only see,

The man at the head of the doorway with his limbs chopped off.

Apart from that, they could neither see Charlie on the left side of the door,

Nor could they see the miserable state of the remaining two dozen people on the right
side of the door!

But even so, the leader of the attackers’ ghost-like appearance at this time,

Also, let the people of the Evans Family who have seen a lot of trepidation,

The family’s women have even all dodged and not dared to look directly at.

At this moment, the head of the man’s heart has been fearful to the extreme.

He stared dead at Charlie and asked with wide eyes, “You …… Who the hell are you
……

Such strong strength …… Impossible …… I can't be a martial arts expert!”

Charlie said contemptuously, “Who am I, a mole like you is not worthy to ask!”

After saying that, he looked at him and said in a cold voice:

“Tell me honestly the mastermind behind the curtain, and I can give you a painless
ending,”

“Otherwise, I will make your life worse than death!”

The man laughed miserably, “You are very strong, but my life will not be in anyone’s
hands!”



After saying that, he shouted: “Brothers, today I am the one who dragged everyone to
death here, sorry!”

“But you do not need to be afraid, the organization will not treat your loved ones badly,”

“You can rest assured, I will go first, see you on the other side!”

The others instantly shouted as if they had been beaten with chicken blood, “I would like
to go with you!”

As soon as the words fell, all of them, without exception,

Bit down hard on an artificial molar deep in their mouths at the same time.

In this group of people, each one of them has pulled out one of their molars early.

Usually, this molar position has been open,

And every time during the action, they will be a denture filled with highly toxic cyanide in
this missing position.

And this denture will be slightly higher than the other teeth,

Once the unexpected event happens, this denture can be crushed with a forced bite.

Once the tooth is crushed, the poison,

Which is enough to kill at least ten adult males, and will be released instantly.

The excessive amount of venom will make them die quickly in a few dozen seconds!

And, they will hardly experience any pain.

And this is the shut-up drug they use to kill themselves when the mission fails.

With it, they can avoid being captured alive, and avoid being tortured in various ways.



These attackers were all very clear about their fate at this point,

So, for them, suicide was definitely the best option right now!

So, these two dozen people, almost at the same time, bit down on the dentures in their
mouths.

The poison that was instantly released made each of their faces,

In an instant, turn iron blue, and their bodies twitch violently.

The man at the head looked at Charlie, laughed miserably, spitting white foam in his
mouth,

But still sneered with a contempt that was visible:

“You …… You are indeed very strong …… But …… I …… I said ……”

“My life will not …… will not be in the hands of …… in anyone’s hands!”

“My life is mine …… …… Not by the sky!!!”

Charlie saw him almost dying, the corners of his mouth showing a contemptuous smile,

At this time he coldly asked: “Want to die? Without my permission?!”

The man at the head heard Charlie’s words while laughing miserably and spitting out a
mouthful of blood, sneered:

“You …… Do you really think …… Really think you can dominate everything even
now?!”

Charlie sneered and said indifferently:

“I dare not say that I can dominate all things,”

“But to dominate your life and death is as easy as moving a hand!”
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After saying that, Charlie instantly waved his hand!

In an instant, several aura voids struck, and instantly shattered the entire corridor
lamps!

The whole corridor suddenly fell into darkness!

At this time, the carefree Charlie rushed a step, his fingers pinched the man’s shoulder
blade.

At the moment when he was about to die of poison,

Charlie sent a trace of spiritual energy into his body to quickly gather up the toxins.

That was spreading in his body and sealed them completely with the spiritual energy.

The man had felt the poison gradually stiffened his body,

His breathing, heartbeat, and thinking were almost stopped,

and also felt that his whole body had entered a state of near-death.

At this time, he had already lost the pain in his limbs,

And his whole expression even surfaced a few moments of tranquility.

For him, taking poison and dying at this time, it felt like a kind of good death.

However, immediately afterward, this feeling of his near-death…

Was unexpectedly drawn out from his body rapidly by a mysterious force!

The stiffness of his body disappeared!



The rate of breathing and heartbeat also rapidly increased!

The tremendous pain from the wounds in his limbs also began to return rapidly!

At this moment, he was not only shocked but also desperate!

Because what Charlie did, in his opinion, was like a miracle!

At this moment, the other attackers had all died of poison,

And the only one who was still alive was the one in charge.

Charlie looked at him with a playful face and asked:

“What did you say just now? Your fate will not be in the hands of anyone?”

“Your life is up to you? I’m telling you, here! I am the sky!”

The man looked at Charlie with wide eyes and asked in despair,

“You …… How on earth did you do that ……”

Charlie coldly said, “Now is not the time for you to ask me questions!”

After saying that, he immediately used his aura to stop the blood from the wounds on
his limbs,

And at the same time put him into a complete coma.

After doing all this, he stood up and stood at the door, saying to the Evans Family
members in the room,

“No one should come out until the show is over!”

The Evans Family could only see a tall black shadow standing outside the door,

And everyone wanted to see the dark figure’s features clearly,



But the light was too dark, so it was impossible to see clearly.

Lord Evans subconsciously asked: “I do not know the name of the benefactor,”

“Today’s life-saving grace, the Evans Family will be devoted to repaying!”

Charlie said indifferently:

“No need, please be more careful in the future, next time, you may not be so lucky!”

Lord Evans said, “Your Excellency! Today you saved more than ten members of the
Evans Family,”

“So please give me a chance to repay your kindness!”

Charlie shook his head: “No need to repay the favor, I just saw the injustice and helped
out.”

Seeing that the other party was unwilling to reveal his identity,

Lord Evans also realized that he should not continue to ask questions inappropriately,

So he could only say gratefully,

“Then on behalf of the entire Evans Family, I would like to thank you for your great
kindness!”

Charlie was busy saying, “No need! Most of you are old enough to be my elders, so
don’t bash me.”

Desmond remembered something and hastily asked, “Your Grace, I dare to ask you
something ……”

Charlie said indifferently: “You say it.”



Desmond said: “I want to go to confirm the situation of a friend of mine,”

“Before this event, he just left from here ……”

“My phone somehow lost signal, the phone can’t even call 911 ……”

Charlie frowned slightly, knowing that he was talking about a friend must be Jack,

So he released his aura out, a slight probe, and explored the situation of Jack.

At this time, Jack’s body is already hopeless.

Although only two or three minutes have passed since he was shot, but Charlie is at his
wits’ end.

His body suffered extremely serious trauma, the body, including the heart,

A number of important organs have been completely destroyed, not to mention the
rejuvenation pill,

Even if Charlie took out the Cultivation Pill, it is impossible to save his life.

So, he said indifferently, “No need to confirm, he is already dead.”

“What ……” Desmond’s whole person was in grief and said offhandedly,

“He …… His daughter just got pregnant ……”

“His wife and child are waiting for him …… How can he die ……”

Charlie said seriously, “He is dead for sure.”
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Lord Evans also burst into old tears and choked,

“I caused this …… It’s me who harmed him ……”



“How can I explain to his widow and orphans ……”

“How can I explain to my old brother who has been gone for many years ……”

Saying so the whole spirit of the person, as if at this moment lost most of the half.

Charlie is more or less sorry for the death of Jack.

This person has been investigating the Cataclysmic Front but after all,

It was also his duty, and he has been a police officer for many years,

His reputation was really good, should not have met such a fate.

It’s just that people die like lights.

Things have come to this point, it is now beyond Charlie’s ability,

Even if he wanted to save Jack, there is no way.

It can only be said that his fate has this disaster that can not be avoided.

But at this moment, Charlie vaguely felt that Jack’s body,

There seems to be some kind of fluctuation.

So, he immediately released more aura probe,

Surprised to find that Jack’s brain, at this time is not completely dead.

Perhaps the two or three minutes of time hadn’t completely deprived Jack’s brain of
oxygen,

Or perhaps the desire to live in Jack’s consciousness was too strong,



Allowing his brain to persist until now.

In short, his brain still retains the last ray of life.

However, his body had been almost completely destroyed,

And Charlie did not have the ability to bring him back to life.

Suddenly, a thought flashed through Charlie’s mind.

At the beginning, Nanako’s father, Ito Yohiko,

After the amputation of both his legs, Charlie also felt sorry for him.

However, regret is regret, Charlie also has no way to make the broken limbs re-grow.

Broken limbs can not regrow, which completely destroyed other organs,

Naturally, it is also impossible to regenerate.

But!

In the Nine Profound Heavenly Secrets, there was a clearly recorded elixir that could
make organs grow again.

The level of this elixir was even higher than the Cultivation Pill.

It could make all of one’s body organs, except for the brain, grow back.

As long as this elixir could be refined,

It would allow Ito Yohiko’s amputated legs and feet to grow back and fully recover as
before.

So, with this medicine, it is natural that Jack’s body can also be reborn.



However, Jack’s body is severely damaged, and brain death is estimated to be a matter
of minutes.

Within a few minutes, it was impossible for Charlie to refine that kind of elixir no matter
what.

Not to mention his current strength is not enough, even if the strength is enough,

To gather the herbs, do not know how long it will take.

And Jack is not like Ito Yohiko, both legs were amputated,

But can still live in a wheelchair and live until this kind of elixir is refined by Charlie.

Therefore, if he really wants to save Jack,

He can only use aura to protect his brain first, as well as his badly destroyed body,

So that his brain stays alive and his body stays undecayed.

In this way, it would be possible to maintain his current physical condition all the way
through.

However, Charlie’s spiritual energy was not endless.

To maintain such a broken body is simply a bottomless pit,

Maintaining a day or two, a month or two may be possible,

But if he has to maintain it for a year or two or even longer, he can not do it.

Unless the days ahead guard his body and replenish his aura every few days,

It would still be impossible for this person to survive.

Thinking of this, Charlie almost gave up in his heart.

Perhaps, this is Jack’s destined calamity.



However, when he thought of the conversation he heard between Jack and his
grandfather in the box,

Charlie couldn’t help but feel sorry for him.

At this time, Charlie’s mind suddenly thought of a highly feasible plan.

Although this plan was a bit radical, a bit risky,

and a bit pie-in-the-sky, it could leave a ray of hope for Jack!

So, with a slight beat, he said to the Evans Family:

“The situation outside is too bloody, you must not leave this door until the show is over!”

“In addition, after leaving this door, do not tell anyone about today’s incident!”

Marcus said, “Your Excellency, so many people died tonight,”

“And a famous detective …… How can this matter be concealed ……”

Charlie said blandly: “You do not need to worry about it, I will solve the matter.”

After saying that, he remembered something and spoke to Desmond:

“The body of your friend, I will have someone take away for a thick burial,”

“But you can not reveal his death to the public, at least not yet.”

Desmond subconsciously said, “I have to give an account to his wife and children ……”

Charlie said lightly: “Say he disappeared, say he ran away with someone,”

“Or say he threw himself into the sea, in short, do not tell anyone that he died here
tonight!”



“As for whether his wife and children will believe this or not is your problem, figure it out
yourself!”
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Charlie’s icy cold order made Desmond’s heart deep in grief.

Jack was his good brother, they grew up together, today hi good brother died,

Because of his own family’s affairs, he could not even tell his family about his death,

This makes him deep down unable to accept this.

However, he is not that three-year-old child, or like those,

Who have not experienced the social beatings of the giant baby,

He knows very well that the current situation has been completely out of his hands.

To survive is already the greatest luck, what else can you ask for?

The only thing he can do is to do everything possible,

To make up for Jack’s family after today’s events have passed.

So, he could only nod honestly and say, “Thank you, my lord,”

“I understand, I will definitely follow your orders!”

The reason why Charlie used such an unquestionable tone was to cut off,

Desmond’s other thoughts, and make him do exactly what he asked.



Seeing that he had accepted the reality at this moment, he very simply closed the door.

Afterward, he took out his cell phone and walked in the direction of the elevator
entrance,

While making a phone call to Wesley.

Once the call connected, Wesley’s voice came through: “Mr. Wade, what are your
orders?”

Charlie asked him, “Wesley, you arrange all the manpower left in New York to come to
Miss Sun’s performance venue,”

“Just now more than twenty armed men came here to snipe the Evans Family
members,”

“Basically they were all killed by me, I need you to help me deal with corpses.”

After hearing this, Wesley asked with a horror beyond measure, “Mr. Wade are you
okay?!”

“I’m fine.” Charlie blandly said, “It’s just that,”

“There are too many corpses and it’s troublesome for one person to handle them.”

Wesley was busy saying, “Your subordinate will bring someone there!”

Charlie asked curiously, “You haven’t left New York yet?”

Wesley said, “Back to Mr. Wade, I haven’t left for the time being,”



“It just so happens that there is an equipment dealer in New York that,”

“I have been working with him for many years,”

“And I plan to purchase a batch of heavy equipment to be shipped to Syria.”

Saying that he hurriedly added,

“Mr. Wade, most of the soldiers of Dragon Hall have already departed this morning to
Syria,”

“Now there are only a dozen people on hand, is that enough?”

“It’ll work.” Charlie lightly said, “I asked Michaela to send some men over,”

“She is a New York sitter, manpower should not be a problem.”

Wesley gave a sigh of relief, then said,

“Then, Mr. Wade, wait for a moment, your subordinate will come over.”

Charlie hmphed and spoke: “Then, prepare more body bags, I’ll wait for you here.”

As he was talking he had already arrived next to Jack’s corpse.

He hung up the phone, took off the thin jacket he was wearing, and covered Jack’s
body,

And then sent a few auras into his body to maintain his current state.

After that, he picked up the phone again and called Michaela.

Michaela on the other end answered in almost a second,

And said with a bit of surprise in her voice, “Mr. Wade!”

“It’s me.” Charlie opened his mouth and asked,



“Miss Joules, I have something I need your help with.”

Once Michaela heard Charlie say that there was something he needed her help for,

She said almost without thinking, “Mr. Wade, please say it,”

“As long as it is something I can do, I will definitely do anything!”

Charlie said, “I’m at Miss Sun’s performance venue, and I’ve encountered a small
situation here,”

“I need you to bring enough people to block the entire VIP entrance and exit.”

Michaela did not hesitate to say,

“No problem Mr. Wade, I’m closer, I’ll bring people over right away!”
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As soon as he hung up the phone, Stefanie’s concert also officially began.

Stefanie, who was totally unaware of what was happening,

Made a shining appearance in a futuristic warrior costume,

And the entire audience of fans shouted wildly in excitement.

Charlie saw that the show started normally, so he was a little relieved.

The best solution to tonight’s matter is to clean up the mess here,

While the show is going on normally, and not to draw outside attention, let alone attract
the police.

Otherwise, once the panic is triggered, tens of thousands of people will attempt to flee,



And for sure triggering a stampede, do not know how many people have to die.

As long as the scene is basically handled here, tomorrow let Chloe announce that the
venue is closed for upgrading,

And then in the VIP area, the floor and the wall ceiling will all be removed,

All landfilled, otherwise, today so many people, so much blood,

Even if it is washed clean, the floor crevices, and the depths of the wall will always have
DNA residue.

The only way to handle it is to make sure the whole place has no evidence of death.

Ten minutes later, Michaela arrived at the scene in a flash.

She brought dozens of bodyguards to directly block the entrance and exit of the entire
VIP area,

Then she took the elevator to the upper floor, and as soon as the elevator door opened,

She saw Charlie standing here, as well as the corpse of Jack on the ground.

Since Charlie was using clothes to cover the severely injured upper torso,

And did not cover Jack’s face, Michaela recognized him at a glance and exclaimed:

“Mr. Wade …… You …… You killed Inspector Lee?!”

Charlie shook his head and said blandly: “I really didn’t kill him, the murderer’s body is
inside.”

Michaela almost subconsciously wanted to go in and take a look,



Charlie stretched out his arm and stalled her in the front, faintly saying,

“The scene is too bloody, you better not go.”

Michaela pursed her lips and said,

“Mr. Wade, my people are guarding below, why don’t I call them up to help you!”

Charlie shook his head and said, “No need, Wesley will bring someone over later to
dispose of the corpses,”

“Your people are only needed to help me guard the entrances and exits here,”

“Including the entrances and exits on the first floor leading to the inner arena and
backstage,”

“All of them should be blocked, except for the people of the Dragon Hall,”

“No one else is allowed to come in, including the staff of the show, and the Police.”

“Okay!” Michaela immediately said solemnly, “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade, I’ll arrange it right
away.”

After saying that, she took out her cell phone and instructed Charlie’s order to her
bodyguard.

Only then did she say to Charlie, “Mr. Wade, there are a few corpses in the lobby on the
first floor,”

“All of them were shot to death, and they look like staff members.”

Charlie nodded and said, “The other party killed all the way up, they must have killed on
sight.”

Michaela asked, “Mr. Wade, were these people coming for you?”

Charlie shook his head and said, “They came for the Evans Family,”



“A large number of Evans Family members are here today to watch the show.”

Michaela’s eyes widened and she asked offhandedly, “Your grandparents’ entire family
is here?”

“Yes.”, Michaela asked, “Then are they okay?”

Charlie said, “Yes, a little shocked, now still in the box.”

Michaela asked in a low voice: “Then …… Then have you identified with them?”

In Michaela’s opinion, Charlie’s current comprehensive strength had basically reached
its peak,

And if he could identify with his grandparents’ family, then no one could even look up to
him.

“No.” Charlie smiled blandly and spoke, “Fortunately, I had a bright idea,”

“And broke all the lights in the corridor, so they shouldn’t be able to see me.”

Michaela looked surprised and asked offhandedly,

“Mr. Wade …… This time, although the situation is very dangerous,”

“But also a very good opportunity to identify ……”

“Why don’t you take advantage of this opportunity and go with the flow?”

Charlie smiled to himself and sighed: “Instead of wanting to push the boat with the
current,”

“I now want to pull the boat in, or even let the boat go upstream ……”

“Against the current?!”

Michaela was even more surprised when she heard Charlie’s words.



She really couldn’t understand why he was so resistant to identifying with his own
grandfather.
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At this time, Michaela received a phone call, and the person on the phone said,

“Eldest Miss, Supreme Commander Wesley Drake of the Dragon Hall has arrived and
has already brought someone in.”

“I know.” Michaela answered and said to Charlie, “Mr. Wade, Supreme Commander
Drakr  is here.”

As she was speaking, the lights of the two elevators flashed,

And a moment later, the doors of the two staircases opened,

And Wesley rushed out with more than ten soldiers of the Dragon Hall.

When he saw Charlie, he led and arched his hand, “Mr. Wade, I’m late!”

The soldiers also immediately arched their hands and said in unison, “I’m late!”

Charlie blandly said, “You all have come very quickly.”

Wesley hurriedly asked, “Mr. Wade, how is the situation now? What do I need to do?”

Charlie spoke: “There is a bandit with broken limbs still alive, take him away,”

“I still have something to ask him, the rest of the people inside are dead,”

“You take all the bodies away and dispose of them properly,”

“Then clean up the blood and bullet marks at the scene.”



Wesley’s expression was astonished, and he said, “Then we will start to deal with it
now.”

Then, he immediately led his men to the corridor.

The corridor was pitch black at this time but after all,

Wesley was an eight-star martial artist with extraordinary strength,

So he could see very clearly even though the light was faint.

When he saw the scene, the whole person was dumbfounded.

He has seen piles of dead people, but such a bloody scene, for him it is the first time.

The other Dragon Hall soldiers are also hard to hide the shock,

The rich smell of blood is all over, so everyone has some physical discomfort.

Wesley was the first to come back to his senses and said in a cold voice,

“Prepare the body bags, fill them up with the dead ones.”

“Okay!” The people nodded and immediately took out the black thickened body bags
from their pockets and started to handle the corpses.

As each corpse was put into a body bag, Wesley’s heart became more and more
shocked.

What shocked him was not the bandits whose legs had been cut off by Charlie,

And who had taken poison to commit suicide,

But the four martial arts experts with extremely high cultivation levels.



These four martial arts experts, each of them was completely disfigured by the bullets,

And it was not an exaggeration to say that each of them had at least thirty to forty bullet
holes in their bodies,

And almost no part of them was intact from head to toe.

Even, Wesley could only tell from their mutilated corpses that one of their meridians was
open,

But could not determine how many stars they were,

Because most of their meridians had been shattered by the bullets.

After all the corpses were put into the body bag, Wesley tugged the collar of the one,

At the head and stuffed it into the body bag as well, while instructing the others,

“This one is still alive, take it away separately, Mr. Wade has other uses for it.”

“Okay!” The handlers nodded hastily and made a mark on this body-shrouded bag.

These soldiers of the Dragon Hall moved quickly,

And in a few minutes’ time, nearly thirty corpses were all packed.

After that, they started to carry these body bags downstairs through the elevator.

As they stood in the pool of blood for too long, when they walked out,

They left large blood-red footprints on the ground outside.

Michaela saw the way these people from Dragon Hall were all covered in blood,

With a strong smell of blood on them, she didn’t need to see it to think how tragic the
situation inside really was.



Wesley came to Charlie and said, “Mr. Wade, the corpses are loaded,”

“We will immediately arrange for the first transfer out of New York,”

“And then arrange for someone to transport them to the high seas as soon as possible
to dispose of them,”

“As for the one who is still alive, I will send him to the villa first and lock him up.”

Charlie nodded: “Good, thank you all for your hard work.”

Wesley opened his mouth and asked, “Mr. Wade, there are still four martial arts masters
inside,”

“I wonder what their cultivation level is and why they died so badly?”

Charlie said indifferently, “A six-star martial artist, two seven-star martial artists, and an
eight-star martial artist.”

“Eight-star martial artist?!”
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Wesley’s jaw dropped in disbelief.

One should know that the highest martial artist is only eight stars,

Which corresponds to the martial artist’s eight odd meridians,

And those who have opened the eight odd meridians are eight-star martial artists.

And Wesley now is only a small realm higher than the eight-star martial artist.

An eight-star martial artist would die so tragically, this really left him unable to digest!



Charlie saw his astonished expression, so he asked:

“Is it that you didn’t expect that an eight-star martial artist would die so miserably?”

“Even the sky spirit cover was shattered.”

“Yes ……” Wesley said incomprehensibly, “I’m not going to hide it from you, Mr. Wade,”

“Your subordinate really can’t figure out why these four people would die so tragically
……”

“Such strong strength, ordinary people should be difficult to get close to them right,”

“And they are supposed to be bodyguards, the sense of prevention should be very
strong,”

“They should not give the other side the opportunity to get close to shoot ……”

Charlie coldly said: “Wesley, this is your bones as a martial artist’s high arrogance,”

“You always think that martial artists are very strong,”

“But you have not thought that martial artists also have a lot of shortcomings.”

Saying that, he asked him, “If more than twenty people suddenly appeared at the end of
this corridor,”

“With nowhere to hide and they saturate you with fire, how many rounds do you think
you can survive?”

Wesley seriously said, “I think I should be able to spot each of them before they
appear,”

“After all, they are not eight-star martial artists, it is impossible to hide their breath and
movements.”



Charlie asked again, “Then what if the other side took advantage of the show just about
to start,”

“Outside the sound is full of cosmic war explosions roar?”

“You can still sense the other party’s breath and movement?”

“This ……” Wesley’s expression was austere, ashamed to say:

“If that’s the case, then I should not be able to do ……”

Charlie asked him again, “If more than twenty people suddenly appeared and used
powerful modern firearms,”

“To shoot six or seven hundred rounds of bullets in a few seconds, could you stop
them?”

“This ……” Wesley’s expression was even more shocked,

And he froze for a long time before shaking his head and saying,

“If it’s six or seven hundred rounds of bullets in a few seconds, I …… can’t stop ……”

Charlie said: “I do not know if you look at the details of the firearms they use,

Each of them under the gun inserted on the magazine, tape tied to the opposite
direction of the magazine,”

“After the bullet is shot, just need to pull out the magazine, then go for a reverse
re-insertion,”

“Two or three seconds later, you can again shoot six or seven hundred rounds of
bullets,”

“This kind of firepower, in this kind of aisle can not be avoided,”



“Not to mention this kind of firepower, in this kind of aisle where there is no way to hide,”

“Not to mention an eight-star martial artist, even a martial arts expert like you,”

“Who is at the full circle of the Ming realm, can’t resist.”

Speaking of this, Charlie lamented: “This is like the African hyena group hunting,”

“Although the tricky, but as long as the tacit understanding is there,”

“They can be invincible in the grasslands, even the king of a hundred beasts, they can
also kill them.”

“Yes ……” Wesley gave back a cold sigh and spoke: “Subordinate definitely learned a
lesson!”

Charlie nodded and said, “It’s good that you have it in your heart,”

“It’s getting late, first let the brothers grab the corpses and get rid of them.”

“As you wish Mr. Wade!” Wesley said, and pointed to Jack’s corpse and asked Charlie:

“Mr. Wade, will this Inspector Li’s corpse also be taken away and disposed of?”

Charlie shook his head: “No, he’s not dead yet.”

After that, he looked at Michaela and said,

“Miss Joules, I have heard before that there are many rich people with terminal illnesses
in the United States who freeze themselves before they die,”

“Hoping that future technology can cure them, is there such a thing?”

Michaela said: “back to Mr. Wade, this situation is quite common,”

“Basically every top rich people have their own investment in the freezing center,”



“Even when they exhaust all modern medical means and can not continue to live after,”

“They will freeze themselves, this in the rich circle, known as the future hibernation
plan,”

“In the hope that can be reawakened one day in the future, when the medical field has
developed further. “

“The freezing center using liquid nitrogen can maintain the body temperature at about
minus two hundred degrees,”

“But many biological experiments have been done before, without exception,”

“All failed, the current level of technology, can not wake them up from the frozen
nature,”

“Everyone is also treating it as the last bit of luxury.”

Charlie asked her, “Does the Joules family also have this kind of frozen center?”

“Yes.” Michaela nodded and said, “Grandpa invested in one ten years ago, and it’s still
running.”

Charlie nodded, pointed at Jack, and said to her,

“Then make arrangements to send him there at the earliest!”
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“Mr. Wade …… You are asking me to …… You are telling me to freeze Inspector Lee’s
body?!”

Michaela was stunned by Charlie’s words and did not know how to respond for a while.

Charlie said with a righteous face: “Were you not talking about having a freezing
center?”

“Just take his body there and freeze him.”



Michaela welcomed the incomparable ease with which Charlie spoke but could not help
but remind:

“Mr. Wade, the human body freezing technology so far, it is still only a scientific
concept,”

“Although the concept has been proposed by scientists from decades ago,”

“But until now there have not been any successful cases ……”

Saying that Michaela could not help but look at Jack laying on the ground and
continued:

“Mr. Wade, I say it bluntly, as far as the current scientific means,”

“It are impossible for people to come back to life after freezing ……”

Charlie waved his hand: “You don’t have to worry about this, let’s freeze him first.”

The reason why he wanted to send Jack to the freezing center to freeze is because,

He also does not have the ability to maintain Jack’s body immortal all the time,

By freezing him, he can maintain his current situation to the maximum extent,

And since he will be frozen in a super low-temperature environment of one or two
hundred degrees below zero,

The aura needed to maintain his body will also be reduced to an extremely low level.

In this way, Charlie only needs to spend a small amount of spiritual energy to protect his
body,



And then let the spiritual energy be frozen with him,

Then he can ensure that he will not have any changes for at least a few years.

However, this kind of thing, he also has no way to explain clearly to Michaela,

So can only stubbornly let her do as he is ordered.

Michaela was pleased that Charlie had already made a decision, out of respect,

So she did not say anything more, but immediately called her grandfather,

And asked him to personally order the head of the freezing center to come and pick up
Jack.

After communicating with Grandpa, Michaela said to Charlie,

“Don’t worry, Mr. Wade, Grandpa said that the freezing center people,”

“Will come over within 15 minutes and pick up Inspector Lee.”

“Good.” Charlie nodded and said, “I’m counting on you guys for this person,”

“Keep in mind, don’t let any word out to the public.”

“You can rest assured,” Michaela said with certainty:

“The secrecy level of the freezing center has always been very high, so there will be no
leakage.”

Charlie then said, “That’s good.”

At this time, Michaela could not help but say, “By the way, Mr. Wade,”



“I have something to say, I don’t know if I should say it.”

Charlie said, “But there is no harm in saying it.”

Michaela nodded and continued,

“Mr. Wade, generally speaking, every step of the top family members’ movements is top
secret,”

“Especially for super families like the Evans Family, generally speaking,”

“Their movements cannot be captured by the outside world, but these attackers today,”

“Not only were they able to grasp the movements of the core members of the Evans
Family,”

“But they even knew the situation here like the backdrop of the concert.”

“The background music of the attack, it seems to be a long time planning,”

“I suspect that in this matter, there must be a mole from the Evans Family……”

“Yes.” Charlie agreed and said, “I agree with you on this matter,”

“But who the mole is specifically, the Evans Family may have to find out for themselves.”

After that, he said to her: “Miss Joules, you have more manpower in New York,”

“The next hard work, you first arrange your people, the carpets here must be removed
and burned,”

“Blood stains must be disposed of, and bullet holes are to be concealed together,”

“In addition, also seize the time to find a new batch of carpets to replace,”

“The new carpets preferably the same as here or nearly similar,”



“Do this all in the shortest possible time to restore the place.”

Michaela said without thinking, “Mr. Wade don’t worry, I’ll arrange it!”
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Charlie nodded and said to Wesley, “Wesley, the bandit who is alive must be watched
over for me,”

“Don’t let him commit suicide, let alone let anyone get rid of him,”

“I will personally come over to interrogate him later!”

Wesley said offhandedly, “Okay, Mr. Wade, I will personally watch over him, and nothing
will happen.”

“Good.” Charlie nodded and said, “You go to the villa first and wait for me, I will come
over at night.”

Wesley clasped his fist and said, “Okay Mr. Wade, then the subordinate will leave first!”

After Wesley left, Michaela also immediately instructed her men,

To quickly prepare a large number of tools to prepare to enter the scene afterward.

According to Michaela’s request, her men first removed all the carpets,

And then packed the carpets into sealed bags and took them away to be incinerated.

While these men were cleaning up the carpets,

Another wave of men had urgently delivered a batch of lighting equipment,



Construction materials, cleaning supplies, and water pumps.

Subsequently, a few people proficient in electrical circuits,

Began to replace the spotlights for lighting, more people immediately used the
decoration of the water blocking strips and foam,

The entire corridor is surrounded by a 10 cm height, impermeable pool,

And then with the fire equipped with high-pressure water guns with powerful cleaning
agents,

Vigorously started cleaning the blood in the aisle,

Washed out of the blood, directly through the pump into the bathroom drain.

Soon, the lights of the corridor were completely restored,

And with the concentration of blood in the sink becoming lighter and lighter to the naked
eye,

The smell of blood in the corridor also quickly dissipated ninety percent.

At the same time, another wave of people were silently dealing with the remaining bullet
holes in the walls.

After they gouged out the warheads one by one, they smoothed out the damaged walls
with a quick-drying putty.

Since the wallpaper in the corridor of the VIP area was the same as the wallpaper used
in the compartment room,

They cut down all the wallpaper of one of the unused VIP compartments,

Then filled it up piece by piece according to the color of the flower,



And dealt with the gaps at the splices so that no one could see any problems.

Subsequently, and with a certain pungent smell of disinfectant,

The entire corridor was sprayed again, and then several high-powered hot air dryers for
drying.

Because of the clear division of labor and cooperation, it took less than half an hour to
do all this.

And at this time, another wave of Michaela’s men arrived in a cargo truck.

As early as the first group of people started to clean up the carpets,

They had already urgently deployed brand new carpets from the Joules family’s own
decoration city.

These carpets were not of the same brand as the replaced carpets,

But the color and texture could already be 80% similar.

Along with the freight car, there are some workers who don’t know anything.

When they came here, they couldn’t see that a tragic shooting had just happened here,

Let alone that nearly thirty people had just died here.

All they knew was that their supervisor had given them five times their hourly rate,

To  replace the carpet as fast as they could.

So, they all worked together and used the fastest time to pave the whole VIP area with
brand new carpets.

When these workers withdrew, in the entire corridor, there is no trace of the fierce battle.

In addition to the faint smell of disinfectant water in the air,



As well as the smell of the brand new carpet, there is almost no smell of blood.

At this time, Michaela’s men below reported, “Chairperson, a woman named Chloe
insisted on coming up,”

“Saying she is in charge here, and questioned my identity, threatening to call the police,”

“I have her under control, what to do next?”

Michaela was surprised and quickly reported the situation to Charlie.

After listening, Charlie guessed that it should be Chloe, so he spoke:

“Have someone bring her up, keep an eye on her, and don’t let her contact the outside
world.”

After saying that, he suddenly frowned, the matter of Michaela’s feedback reminded him
of a detail,

Just now Uncle Desmond had said in the room that his phone had no signal and could
not even call 911.

But why was his own phone not affected in any way?

Could it be that the device to block the signal was installed inside their box?

If that’s the case, then it’s likely that in Stefanie’s team, there is a mole!
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Soon, Michaela’s men brought up the emotional Chloe.

Chloe’s emotions were very tense and shocked because she didn’t know exactly what
this gang was doing,

And that this gang had taken charge of the entire VIP area directly and silently!

Even her own staff, without exception, disappeared without a trace,



Which gave her a few unpleasant feelings in her heart.

However, the moment she saw Charlie, her nervousness instantly eased a bit,

And she hurriedly asked: “Mr. Wade, what the h3ll is going on here? Are these people
yours?”

Charlie glanced at Stell and said indifferently,

“These are the people that Miss Joules brought with her, I hired them to help.”

Chloe was surprised and asked, “Did something happen?”

Charlie did not answer, but asked her with a bit of caution,

“Who are the people who know that the Evans Family is here tonight?”

“No one.” Chloe spoke, “Other than Stefanie and I, no one else knows.”

After saying that, she asked nervously, “What’s wrong?! What’s going on?!”

Charlie said in a cold voice: “There was an attack on the Evans Family by assailants
just now.”

“Attack?!” Chloe was dumbfounded and said offhandedly, “When did that happen?”

After saying that, she subconsciously looked around left and right and said doubtfully,

“But Mr. Wade …… doesn’t look like an attack happened at all ……”

Charlie looked at her and continued to ask:



“Chloe I ask you, when did you know that the Evans Family would come over to the
concert?”

“After knowing, what did you all do?”

Chloe said, “Stefanie received a phone call from the old lady of the Evans Family in the
morning,”

“And knew they were coming over to watch the show,”

“Then she immediately called you, Mr. Wade, to confirm,”

“And only after you agreed did we arrange the Evans Family’s private room next door to
yours.”

Charlie asked again, “After you and Stefanie confirmed the private room, did you tell
others about this matter?”

“Of course not!” Chloe said: “Stefanie and I also know that the identity of the Evans
Family is extraordinary,”

“So in order to keep absolute secrecy, the two of us from beginning to end,”

“Did not tell any of the staff exactly who is coming tonight,”

“Even our most trusted assistants around do not know!”

“And, in order to keep it as confidential as possible, Stefanie also took away a large part
of the original staff from here,”

“Because she felt that the Evans Family itself brought bodyguards,”

“Not to mention that we know that Mr. Wade you are next door,”



“She felt that since you are here, there is absolutely no need to add too many staff,”

“Because that would also increase the risk of leakage.”

Speaking of which, Chloe’s eyes widened and she blurted out,

“Mr. Wade, you don’t suspect me of leaking the information, do you?!”

Charlie looked at her, his heart had already dispelled his doubts about her.

Not only because her performance, eyes, and expression at this moment,

He can not see any faint heart and lying, more importantly, Chloe is aware that he is
here.

If she is a mole or the one who leaked the info,

Then she can’t just leak the information of grandparents’ family,

She would definitely tell the other party about him,

After all, he is the biggest variable here tonight.

So, from this point alone, it can be determined that the mole is definitely not Chloe.

Thinking of this, Charlie continued to ask:

“If according to what you said, before the Evans Family came tonight,”

“Except for you and Stefanie, no one knew which private room they would be placed in,
right?”

“Right!” Chloe said categorically: “This matter, we have not ordered anyone else to do,”

“And the Evans Family arrived, I personally brought them in, and took them upstairs in
the process,”

“I did not let the staff follow, after they settled, but also specifically explained to the
staff,”



“No one without the guests’ call, are not allowed to disturb the floor,”
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Chloe said further, “Of course, I also can not absolutely guarantee that after the Evans
Family came, from our staff no one must know their identity ……”

“But I think, if you suspect that there is a mole, the mole is unlikely to be here,”

“Because our staff here, even if they know the movement of the Evans Family,”

“It is just after the Evans Family came, and there have been a few minutes only.”

Charlie thought about the signal being shielded, so he asked her,

“During the daytime, today, did any staff come to this floor?”

“Is there a possibility that they might have brought in some kind of small shielding
equipment?”

Chloe frowned and said, “During the day, our attention was on the scene and the
backstage,”

“Not too concerned about the VIP area, so I can’t guarantee you this,”

“But you can check the surveillance video of the VIP area.”

“Like I just said, Stefanie and I did not leak the news,”

“So even if someone came over during the day to install the shielding equipment,”



“They do not know which room to install it in,”

“Here are a total of two dozen boxes, did they install it in each room?”

Charlie took the phone into a few boxes near the corridor,”

“Found that in these boxes, the signal is not affected by any.

So, it really does not seem like the staff arranged it in advance.

Thinking of this, his brow furrowed even tighter. He felt as if he had entered a dead end.

On the one hand, judging from the objective situation,

This matter must have been staged by someone to make it possible.

On the other hand, Stefanie and Chloe had a strong sense of secrecy,

And had not leaked this information from the source,

So the possibility of a problem here was also unlikely.

Moreover, Charlie figured out one more thing.

If the other party’s purpose was to kill the Evans Family,

Then since they can send in the shielding equipment, they could send in a small bomb.

If you send a small bomb in directly, everything could be easily solved,

And why bother to first shield the signal, and then attack at the door?

However, from the feedback of Desmond just now, the shielding equipment is actually
there.



This seems to be some kind of paradox everywhere,

So that every one of his speculations is not very tenable.

Thinking of this, Charlie was stuck in a quandary.

Just then, he suddenly thought of something.

In his mind, he thought, “The shielding device,”

“Could it have been brought in by a certain Evans Family member?!”

He previously felt that if there was a mole in the Evans Family,”

“The mole should not be someone who was present, but someone who was not
present.

For example, his aunt, whom he had never met, or other grandchildren who were not
there.

But now, he suddenly had a not-so-good feeling.

“The first thing we need to do is to find out where the shielding device is,”

“Or who it is with, but don’t reveal the intentions when you go in.”

“If someone makes a small move, immediately control it.”

Michaela was busy saying, “I asked Flint Yeager to keep watch downstairs,”

“He is the most trusted person, besides Flint Yeager,”

“There are several bodyguards he personally trained, they are all very trustworthy.”

“Good.” Charlie nodded and said, “Then let Master Yeager go!”

At this moment, the Evans Family after the attack is sitting on the sofa without saying a
word,



Several young grandchildren because of the considerable stimulation, at this time, are
in a very depressed state.

And the moods of the adults are also a bit disheveled.

Just a moment ago when Michaela’s men were cleaning up the scene outside the door,

Charlie’s three uncles had been dissecting what had happened with the old man,

During which everyone even had a heated argument.

They wanted to know which link had been so significantly flawed,

That it nearly brought the entire Evans Family to its knees.
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At first, Marcus suspected that Charlie’s aunt, that is, Tece’s husband, was the most
suspicious.

Because, everyone was there tonight, but he was the only one who didn’t come.

After all, it is a matter of life and death for the whole family,

So Marcus did not avoid Tece when discussing this matter.

Martel has a similar personality to his second brother Marcus,

And the two work together more often than not,

So he also very decisively expressed support for his second brother’s speculation,

And felt that his brother-in-law was the most suspicious.

However, Tece has a different opinion, she feels that her husband is not very likely to do
this.

The reason is that her and her husband’s only daughter is also here today,



Her husband usually loves his daughter very much, as the saying goes,

Tigers do not eat their children, if he really wants to make a move against the Evans
Family,

Then at least he will not let his daughter follow them.

Moreover, she felt that her husband did not have enough motive to commit the crime.

If her husband was doing it for money, he was not himself the first,

Second or even third in line of succession to the Evans Family assets.

Even if all the Evans Family members died,

The vast majority of the family assets would be inherited by the surviving grandchildren.

And he, as her husband, is only the legal heir to his share of the inheritance,

And can only inherit that small portion of interest in the Evans Family,

So if he does this, it will be more of a graft for others.

Unless he kills the Evans Family members present today,

And then kills the remaining family grandchildren as well.

However, if he really does this, the U.S. police and the FBI will never sit idly by,

After all, the entire family’s immediate family members are all dead,



And finally, only a son-in-law left out to inherit the family fortune,

A fool knows that there must be something wrong here.

Therefore, her husband could not have done such a stupid thing, according to her.

Desmond, as well as the old lady, did not think Tece’s husband would do such a thing
either.

They were more suspicious that this matter might be the result of Stefanie’s side,

Not doing a good job of keeping secrets, and that they had leaked the news and
attracted enemies.

In view of the fact that everyone has their own opinions,

And now can only stay in this box and can not leave,

So the Elder Evans stopped the speculation and discussion, and asked them,

Before the investigation of the exact results, not to argue about this matter.

So, everyone fell into silence.

At this time, Flint Yeager, with a few of his trusted members,

Knocked on the door of the box, and then pushed the door in.

Seeing Flint Yeager enter, the Evans Family all immediately looked at him.

Originally, they thought it was the savior who had come,

But the Flint Yeager in the light did not match the figure of the savior just now.

At this time, Flint Yeager looked around for a while and took the initiative to open his
mouth and asked,

“Gentlemen, in view of the seriousness of tonight’s matter,”



“Please continue to wait here patiently and leave the place after the show,”

“If you have any needs now you can tell me and I will try to help you out.”

The old man Nicolas spoke up at this time, “Gentleman, I wonder if I can make a phone
call,”

“I want to make sure that a few grandchildren who didn’t come are safe.”

Flint Yeager said seriously, “Sorry Sir, for the time being, you can’t be allowed to contact
the outside world.”

After that, he focused on the crowd and spoke,

“In order to ensure everyone’s safety, now please hand over all your personal
belongings,”

“And we will conduct a comprehensive security check to rank the hazards here.”
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Desmond asked, “What all things need to be handed over?”

“Everything.” Flint Yeager stopped beating around the bush at this point

And got straight to the point, saying with a serious face,

“Gentlemen, from now on, we need you to turn in all your personal belongings,”

“And please stand to the left for men and to the right for women,”

“With your fingers open on your chest, we will arrange for someone of the same gender
to search everyone.”



Hearing this, Master Evans frowned and asked, “You suspect that there is a mole
among us?”

Flint Yeager arched his hand and said seriously, “Sir, I am also under orders,”

“And you all must cooperate! Please forgive me if I have offended you!”

Marcus said with some dissatisfaction, “You suspect us and even search us for no
reason,”

“Isn’t that a bit too much? Don’t forget that we are the victims!”

“Besides, you don’t look like a police officer, who gave you the right to search us?”

Marcus’s personality itself is hard and aggressive,

And as the heir of the current generation of the Evans Family,

Flint Yeager’s tough attitude made him instinctively a little physically uncomfortable.

Flint Yeager did not give him any good looks at this time, he said coldly:

“Sorry, it was the person who just saved your lives who gave me this right,”

“He said that all of you sitting here must cooperate unconditionally, no one can refuse
for any reason!”

As soon as he heard that the person who saved his life just now ordered,

Marcus’s displeasure immediately dissipated. That scene just now was deeply
impressive to him.



He saw with his own eyes the attacker standing in the doorway,

Having his arms and legs cut off by some unknown weapon across the air, and that
moment gave him a huge impact.

Therefore, when Flint Yeager mentioned his life-saving benefactor,

The resistance in Marcus’s heart immediately dissipated involuntarily,

While also saying with an apologetic face,

“Since it is the order of the benefactor, then we will definitely cooperate!”

In order to show his sincerity, he took the initiative to take out his cell phone,

Watch and other personal belongings and put them on the coffee table in the middle of
the two rows of sofas,

Then he stood up on his left and opened his hands on his chest.

Master Evans followed while pulling out his own things, he opened his mouth and said
to others,

“Since the benefactor ordered, naturally they have their intentions, we must not have
any doubts, must be good cooperation!”

So, all the people also started, pulling out things from their pockets.

Flint Yeager obeyed Charlie’s instructions, and his attention was always on the
movements of each person’s hands,

To ensure that they do not make other small movements under his nose.

According to Charlie’s speculation,

If the shielding equipment had been brought in by a certain member of the Evans
Family,



Then he certainly would not have had the opportunity to get rid of the equipment,

And most likely would still have quietly brought it with him,

And then find the right opportunity to get rid of it when he leaves.

So, as long as they look carefully enough, they will definitely be able to find the
shielding equipment.

Moreover, if they can find the device directly from someone’s body,

It would be even better, then they can directly lock the identity of the suspect.

Flint Yeager saw that everyone took out their things and then stood to the side,

Except for a woman who kept her head down and never moved,

So he said in a stern voice: “You lady, please cooperate to take out your personal
belongings.”

The 16- or 17-year-old girl next to her hastily reached out and shook her arm and said,

“Mom, you’re the only one who’s missing, hurry up.”

This woman is Charlie’s third aunt, his third uncle Martel’s wife.

The girl who shook her arm beside her was Martel and her eldest daughter,

Jennifer Evans, who is only sixteen years old.

At this time, Flint Yeager’s brow suddenly frowned as if he caught something unusual!

Immediately afterward, Charlie’s third aunt,

Under Jennifer’s shaking, fell down on the sofa in a smooth manner.

At this moment, her face was miserable white to the extreme,

In the corners of her mouth, it is hanging white foam,



Her eyes are also staring extremely wide, her body has also begun to stiffen, and she is
already dead!
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The sudden death of Charlie’s third aunt caught Flint Yeager, as well as the entire
Evans Family, off guard.

Her sixteen-year-old daughter almost collapsed on the spot,

Hugging her mother’s corpse and constantly shaking it, breaking down and crying,

“Mom …… What’s wrong with you mom …… don’t scare me, mom ……”

Martel is also close to collapsing, he was just about to go forward to check,

But was grabbed by the second brother Marcus.

Martel looked back at Marcus with a surprised face and questioned offhandedly,

“Second brother, what are you pulling me for? Something happened to Amelia!”

Marcus roared with a black face: “You see how she died!”

“Remember how that assailant leader just took poison and killed himself?!”

“Suicide ……” Martel’s expression was horrified beyond belief and asked offhandedly,

“You …… You mean …… Amelia…. suicide… by taking poison?!”

Marcus pointed at the corpse and asked in a cold voice:

“Besides suicide, is there any other possibility?!”



Flint Yeager immediately rushed forward at this time, picked her up, and said to the
crowd, “You guys don’t move yet!”

After saying that, he also said to the people he brought, “Keep an eye on them!”

As soon as the words left his mouth, he ran out of the box with the body in his arms and
ran towards Charlie’s location.

Charlie saw him carrying a middle-aged woman with no signs of life, and his brow
immediately tightened.

Chloe has seen Charlie’s third aunt, although they did not speak, but after all,

A few minutes ago she was still a large living person, now carried by Flint Yeager, dead,

This makes her, can not help but be scared, and move back a few steps and cover her
eyes.

Charlie was about to ask a question, Flint Yeager said with a shameful face:

“Mr. Wade, I did not do a good job, just in the process of searching,”

“All the attention was focused on the hands of each person,”

“Afraid that they have any small movements, but did not expect this woman would die of
poison ……”

After saying that, he said incomparably chagrined: “I don’t even know how she actually
took the poison ……”

“I clearly stared closely at everyone’s hands and confirmed that her hands had not
moved. But ……”



Charlie said with a serious expression, “Mr. Yeager, don't need to blame yourself, it’s not
your fault.”

Saying that he reached out and pinched open the middle-aged woman’s mouth,

And indeed found broken dentures in her mouth, and also on the upper left side of her
dental bed,

He found an empty space with a missing tooth.

Then, he sent a trace of aura into the other person’s body,

And found that the poison had already spread through the blood circulation to her whole
body, including even the brain.

So it seems that this person can’t be saved.

Charlie’s heart could not help but be appalled.

From the missing teeth in her mouth to the shattered dentures,

It could be seen that this woman was by no means temporarily bribed,

But had long been a member of the assailants,

And had even been trained as a dead soldier by the assailant’s organization.

Otherwise, how could it be that when it was about to be exposed,

She did not hesitate to bite down on the dentures and die of poison?

In this situation, Charlie is not only shocked, at the same time, but also has a few points
of worry.

Even the Evans Family is so huge family, it can be infiltrated by assailants,

And it is not just infiltration to the level of subordinates,



But is directly infiltrated to the scope of the direct line members, it is really extraordinary!

The Evans Family people who came here today, in addition to the family’s old, middle
and young generations,

It is not only the three daughters-in-law of the Evans Family.

That is to say, the identity of this woman, it is possible that she is one of his three aunts
of his uncles’ wives,

It is also possible that it’s his maternal aunt.
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The impression of Charlie includes from childhood only seeing the first aunt and second
aunt,

And the third aunt he has not met, and he and his maternal aunt also have not seen
each other for many years,

And he can not confirm who this woman is.

Thinking of this, he then asked, “Mr. Yeager,”

“Have you paid attention to the reaction of the Evans Family, can you deduce who this
person is?”

Flint Yeager thought about it, and quickly said, “There is a man, who should be her
husband,”

“That man called one of the other men second brother,”

“I heard him talk about this woman’s name, seems to be called Amelia.”

When Charlie heard this, he immediately surmised that this person should be his third
aunt.



After all, the only person who could be called the second brother was his own second
uncle, Marcus.

And the only ones who could call him his second brother are his third uncle Martel and
his maternal aunt Tece.

What Charlie fears most is that in case this woman is his maternal aunt Tece,

That would mean that the Evans Family’s own people have been infiltrated,

And this situation is really unacceptable from either side.

So, when he heard that it was his third aunt, his heart was slightly relieved.

However, it was only a slight relief.

Third aunt and third uncle Martel married for at least a dozen years,

Why on earth would the pillow side be transformed into a dead man?

If she was brainwashed in the middle of the process,

Then one has to marvel at the strength of that mysterious organization,

Which can train a well-bred daughter-in-law of a top family to become a dead soldier,

The ability of such brainwashing can be considered the pinnacle.

If she herself was a member of that mysterious organization,

And planted in advance by that mysterious organization on the side of the Evans Family
undercover,



Then the strength and strategy of this mysterious organization seem even more
terrifying!

The ability to train a dead soldier to willingly marry into the Evans Family,

Share a bed with third uncle Martel for more than ten years,

And raise a common child, this layout ability is simply outrageous!

Moreover, for this organization, even this woman can not hesitate to sacrifice her
husband and daughter,

And even her own life, this control ability can send a chill down the spine!

If this is true, then the strength of this mysterious organization must have been
incredibly strong!

And today’s attack, for that mysterious organization, is only the tip of the iceberg!

Thinking of this, Charlie had become more and more headstrong.

He felt that he could no longer leave Grandpa’s family here,

And had to have them return to their safety zone first as soon as possible.

At the same time, also let them hurry to start a thorough investigation.

From the identity background and family background check of the third aunt.

Although Charlie does not know what is the last name of the third aunt,

Which family’s girl she is, but he can be sure of one thing,

The identity background of the third aunt will never be an ordinary family,



Otherwise, it would not be possible to be married into the Evans Family.

Moreover, before the third aunt married into the Evans Family,

The Evans Family would certainly conduct a close background investigation of her and
her family,

If the other party can hide even the Evans Family can not investigate,

Then the ability of this is really not small,

Digging deep into her family background, he/they will certainly find clues!

Thinking of this, Charlie said to Michaela:

“Miss Joules, it’s hard for you and Me. Yeager to communicate with my grandfather’s
family,”

“So they can immediately gather people to cover their departure,”

“And then it’s also hard for you and Mr. Yeager to escort them all the way until they
arrive safely.”
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Michaela said without thinking, “Yes, Mr. Wade, I’ll make the arrangements!”

After saying that, she remembered something and asked:

“Mr. Wade, I just returned to New York, and the news about the Joules family is widely
known,”

“My identity, your grandfather’s family will definitely recognize it, how should I explain it
to them then ……”

Charlie said, “Say you were also entrusted by someone if they repeatedly ask,”

“You can say that you are also returning a favor, you do not know the other party’s true
identity.”



Michaela nodded: “I understand Mr. Wade! The Evans Family must know that my
grandfather and I were hunted in China,”

“But suddenly returned to the Joules family a few days ago,”

“I will tell them straight that you are the benefactor who saved my grandfather and me in
China,”

“As for your real identity, I will say that I don’t know as well as they do, so they should
be more likely to believe it!”

Charlie also knows that today’s Evans Family crisis although intact,

But his own identity is certainly the focus of the Evans Family’s attention.

With the strength of the Evans Family, if they really follow the clues to investigate,

Whether it is from Stefanie to start, or from Michaela, finding him is only a matter of
time.

So, what he wants to do is not to make the Evans Family investigate him,

But to make the Evans Family do not investigate, or even dare not investigate.

So, he said to Michaela: “After sending the Evans Family to a safe place,”

“Make sure to explain, oh no, to warn them, do not try to investigate my identity in any
form,”

“Just say that I am a man of chivalry and justice, do not like to be known,”



“Moreover, do not like to be investigated, otherwise, the consequences will be
self-inflicted.”

Michaela hesitated for a moment and wanted to say something,

But soon gave up the idea and said helplessly, “I know Mr. Wade, don’t worry!”

Charlie looked at Flint Yeager again and said seriously, “Mr. Yeager, it will be hard for
you to take more trouble tonight.”

Flint Yeager was flattered and said, “Mr. Wade, you are too polite,”

“I am grateful to you for looking up to me, I will definitely live up to the important trust!”

Charlie nodded and said to Chloe: “Chloe, your task now is to make sure that nothing
affects Stefanie’s concert,”

“And after the concert is over, contact the families of the deceased employees,”

“And give them enough pension and hush money so that they don’t expose the matter,
understand?”

Chloe said with some hesitation, “Mr. Wade ……”

“What if there are family members who do not agree and must discuss a statement
……”

Charlie said seriously: “One person, ten million dollars, this money I will pay,”

“At the same time make it clear with the families, in this matter they can also call the
police,”

“But the police is basically unlikely to do justice for them,”

“And, if they call the police, it is likely to lead to the black hand behind the retaliation,”



“This is not in the sensationalism, after all, the ferocity of this organization has never
been seen before,”

“They do not even put the Evans Family in their eyes,”

“The families of these victims, they are even less likely to put in their eyes.”

Speaking here, Charlie gave a slight beating and continued,

“I know I’m saying this is a bit unsympathetic and even a bit cruel,”

“But this is also the most realistic situation, for them, the killer is too strong,”

“They are like hitting a rock with an egg, so the best solution is to live well after getting a
huge amount of compensation.”

“As for them wanting justice, I believe the Evans Family will definitely get it back for
them in the future;”

“If the Evans Family does not have this ability, then I will definitely get it back for them
too!”

At this moment, Charlie’s tone was decisive and firm,

And Chloe could not help but feel a feeling of admiration in her heart as she watched.

At this kind of time, hearing Charlie’s words really gave her a lot of encouragement,

So she hurriedly said, “Okay Mr. Wade, after the show, I will communicate with their
families ……”

Charlie nodded and said seriously: “In addition, the victims’ bodies take them for a free
burial,”

“If there are domestic staff with them, pay to help them transport the remains or ashes
back home,”



“If their families are willing to come to the United States, then pay to reimburse all
expenses,”

“Let their relatives come over to take the deceased away when the time comes,”
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As he spoke, Charlie continued, “You tell them for me, the money they take first,”

“But if we don’t give them the truth within three years, they can always tell the world
about it!”

“Okay!” Chloe agreed without thinking and said,

“Mr. Wade don’t worry, I will definitely talk to all the victims’ families!”

“Good.” Charlie nodded, looked at Michaela and Flint Yeager, and said to a few people,

“I’ll leave the rest to you all, I’ll go back to my box first.”

After saying that, he arched his hand to the two of them and turned around to walk
back.

When he returned to the box, outside the floor-to-ceiling window,

Stefanie’s performance was still going on, and on the sofa beside him, Claire was also
sound asleep.

Charlie did not rush to wake her up, but gently helped her up and let her lean on his
shoulder,

Then sat motionless on the sofa, watching Stefanie on the stage while using his aura to
sense the situation in the next room.

At this time, the Evans Family’s emotions had reached a low point.



Every one of them was very sad and frustrated.

The most devastated was Charlie’s third uncle, Martel.

He couldn’t understand how his wife, who was married to him, could become a member
of the assailants.

His worldview on affection and love had mostly collapsed at this moment.

His daughter, on the other hand, was still immersed in the emotions of her mother’s
death,

And could not extricate herself from the situation.

It was good that her maternal aunt, Tece, took her in her arms and kept comforting her.

Marcus, who was most like the old man, was clenching his fists and trembling violently.

After a long silence, he opened his mouth and said to the crowd,

“I just thought carefully, tonight should be the first time in these ten or twenty years,”

“Our whole family gathered so completely outside the Evans Family, except for a few,
almost everyone else is here ……”

The old man nodded gently and sighed,

“Even when we came, we took two planes, just in case something happened to the
whole family together,”

“This time it was really too careless ……”

The old lady said while weeping and blaming herself,

“It’s all my fault …… I was the one who suggested coming to support Stefanie, after all,
she is kind to our Evans Family ……”



Marshal said: “Mom, how can we blame you! The fact is that Stefanie really did a great
favor to our family,”

“We came to support her it is also a common sense,”

“But we have lived too comfortably over the years, risk awareness has become
increasingly thin,”

“This time since we were lucky to escape a disaster, then in the future we learn from the
pain,”

“The safety work will be taken to the highest level,”

“I believe that in the future there will not be a similar situation.”

The old man took the old lady’s hand and said seriously,

“Marshal is right, you are not to blame for this matter,”

“I and your three sons are to blame for not thinking these things through.”

Marcus spoke up at this time, “Dad, mom, big brother, you didn’t understand the point I
just made ……”

Everyone couldn’t help but look at Marcus.

Marcus continued, “We are indeed paralyzed and careless this time,”

“But this is only one of the points, more importantly,”

“Our family has been paralyzed only this time in the past ten or twenty years,”

“Before the other side caught the opportunity, what does this prove?”

“This proves that the other side did not happen to meet our negligence,”



“On the contrary, it proves that the other side has probably been thinking,”

“How to put us to death in one step for the past ten or twenty years!”

When all the Evans Family members heard these words, their expressions were all
aghast.

They all knew what Marcus’s words meant.

At this time, Marcus said: “I say a word, Martel, do not bring personal emotions after
listening,”

“I think, Amelia, married to our family, this itself is a conspiracy!”

“And it is a conspiracy against the entire Evans Family, extremely long-planned,”

“Extremely deep hidden, extremely heavy murderous conspiracy, a great conspiracy!”

Speaking of this, Marcus gave a slight beating and said with a cold expression,

“I have a feeling that maybe, this matter is somehow related to what happened to my
sister back then!”
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Marcus’s words made Charlie’s whole body startled.

Since his parents were killed back then, he has always wanted to find out the truth,

But until now he did not find a tangible clue.

When he heard Marcus mention his mother, he immediately put on twelve points of
spirit,



Waiting for the Evans Family’s follow-up, and also expecting them to reveal some
insiders.

However, in the next words Elder Evans poured a pot of cold water on Charlie’s head.

He said in a serious tone: “After the murder of your sister and your brother-in-law we
have not yet found any clues,”

“I once thought that the Routhschild family was responsible,”

“But after so long, there is no evidence that they had a direct relationship with this
matter,”

“You said this matter may be related to the murder of your sister,”

“But I do not understand why they have been so long Why don’t they stop?”

“Your sister and your brother-in-law, how on earth did they offend them back then,”

“Can let them after such a long time, still deliberately want to kill our family?

The crowd immediately fell into silence.

And Charlie, the whole person was also struck by lightning.

He once thought that the Routhschild family must have been involved in the death of his
parents.

During this period of time, he had been desperately trying to accumulate energy,

And improve his overall strength, just to prepare for the day when he would face this
formidable family.



However, listening to Grandpa, it seems that this matter is not obviously related to that
family anymore.

This instantly put him in a quandary again.

He really couldn’t imagine that besides a super family like Routhschild,

Which was rich and could be a match, what other family could be so powerful.

That even the Evans Family didn’t put it in their eyes.

Although the Saoudi royal family is also very strong in financial resources,

The characteristics of that group of Middle Eastern tycoons are also very obvious,

They are simply not willing to get involved in matters outside their homeland.

They have little ambition for foreign expansion in their lives,

Instead, they just want to use all means to ensure that their own family’s kingdom is
secure.

It’s as if they bought dozens of cannonballs from China 20 or 30 years ago at great
expense,

Not for foreign expansion, but to enhance self-defense and deterrence.

To put it bluntly, this is a landlord’s foolish son, guarding a large amount of family wealth,

Desperately want to build their own walls higher and stronger,

And he does so with only one purpose: I won’t go out, none of you come in.

So, Charlie can also conclude that the death of his parents has nothing to do with the
Saoudi royal family either.

But then, the whole thing started to get confusing again.



Not the Saoudi royal family, the Routhschild family does not seem to be related, so who
could it be!

Just when he was having a headache, Michaela took Karl,

Arrived outside the door of the box where the Evans Family was and knocked gently on
the door.

When the old man heard the knock, he hurriedly opened his mouth and said, “Please
come in!”

As soon as the words left his mouth, Michaela pushed the door and entered.

The moment they saw Michaela, the Evans Family members were all amazed.

They all knew her and before today’s accident,

They were discussing her return to the Joules family,

And miraculously becoming the new head of the Joules family.

Moreover, they were all very appreciative of Michaela’s textbook-level crisis
communication.

Therefore, as soon as she entered the door, they recognized her at a glance.

After entering the door, she said very politely to the old man,

“Elder Mr. Evans, I am Michaela Joules of the Joules family,”

“This time I was entrusted by my benefactor to come over to help,”

“And my benefactor said that you can first call your men to come over for support,”

“And after determining an absolutely safe place,”

“I will arrange for them to escort you all the way.”
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Everyone was surprised at this time, but Marcus asked, “Miss Joules!”

“Who is the benefactor you are talking about? Is it the benefactor who saved us just
now?!”

Michaela nodded and said, “That’s right, it’s him.”

Saying that, she added: “The benefactor asked me to come over to help deal with the
scene,”

“So I brought people here urgently, and now that the outside has been dealt with, all of
you can prepare to leave.”

Mr. Evans said in a very polite tone, “Little girl,”

“I would like to dare to ask, this benefactor, what kind of person he is?”

“He is the life-saving benefactor of more than ten members of our Evans Family,”

“This kindness, we want to find an opportunity to properly repay!”

She said “When my grandfather and I were in China,”

“My eldest uncle took advantage of the opportunity to take away the family headship,”

“And paid a lot of money for my life and grandfather’s. But the benefactor saved us and
protected us closely. ……”

He asked me to convey to you that he does not like to be noticed and come out,”

“So you are strictly warned not to try to investigate his identity,”



“Otherwise you will be responsible for the consequences!”

When Old Evans heard this, his expression was instantly extraordinarily disappointed.

He couldn’t help but say, “The benefactor saved our family’s lives,”

“And helped us find out the traitor lurking in the family,”

“Such a great kindness, at least give us a chance to pay our respects and repay the
kindness in person ……”

Michaela waved her hand and said seriously:

“Mr. Evans, there is no need to say it again, the benefactor has helped countless
people,”

“Saved countless people, not to mention that you all owe him a debt of gratitude,”

“My grandfather and I have also received his profound kindness,”

“And have always wanted to find an opportunity to repay, and because of this,”

“I am here today, so if you all really want to repay the benefactor’s kindness,”

“There will be opportunities in the future, no need to rush.”

Mr. Evans nodded gently and said, “Thank you, Miss Joules, I understand.”

“If there is an opportunity, please convey this to his Excellency on my behalf,”

“If his Excellency needs anything in the future, the whole Evans Family will not dare to
refuse!”

Michaela then said, “Okay, I will definitely convey your words to your Excellency.”

After that, she took out her cell phone and handed it to Mr. Evans, saying,

“There is no signal in the room, so please move to the door and call your security team.”



As soon as Michaela’s words fell, a pink cell phone lit up,

Among the pile of Evans Family’s belongings on the coffee table, seemingly having
received a push.

Seeing this, Marcus hastily picked up his own phone and, after unlocking it, exclaimed,

“The phone has a signal! What’s going on here?!”

Elder Evans frowned slightly and said in a cold voice:

“We haven’t touched anything here, I guess the shielding device was on Amelia all
along,

And after she went out, the signal is restored.”

Marcus subconsciously exclaimed: “…… fortunately she brought only shielding
equipment,”

“If it was a bomb, then the consequences would have been unthinkable ……”

Tece spoke: “Second brother if the third sister-in-law carried a bomb,”

“It would have been very difficult to pass the airport security.”

Marcus smiled to himself, “That’s true ……”

After saying that, he then said to the old man,

“Dad, I’ll call and arrange for someone to come over, let’s hurry back to Los Angeles!”

Mr. Evans shook his head and said, “Not to Los Angeles, go back to Anbang Mansion!”

“Anbang Mansion?!” Marcus asked with a surprised face,

“Dad, we are going to Anbang Mansion? The security level there is not enough, right?”

The old man said decisively, “Thanks to your sister’s blessing, it’s the safest place!”
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Lily’s vision was unmatched in the entire Evans Family.

When she was preparing to build the Anbang Building,

She spent a lot of money to make the top floor of the Anbang Building impregnable.

The top floor of the Anbang Building is made of bulletproof glass of extremely high
standard,

And the passages and elevator shafts leading to the roof and downstairs on the top floor
are equipped with physical partitions,

As strong as bank vaults, and once all the strong physical partitions are closed, the
whole top floor can be described as solid.

The solid design makes it impossible for any kind of single weapon to enter the top floor
from the roof,

Downstairs or windows, unless the other side dares to fly helicopter gunships in
downtown New York to attack,

Otherwise, it is impossible for anyone to come in.

Moreover, the Anbang Building is located in the middle of Manhattan,

Even the entire United States of America’s most prosperous area, plus the 9/11 incident,

For the U.S. police and national security departments of the New York skyscraper
security is very important,



So absolutely no one dares in such places, the grand attack on the Anbang Building.

It is also unlikely that there are any bandits who can take the helicopter gunship,

A weapon of mass destruction, over Manhattan, New York.

This is precisely why Lily had long concluded that once the Evans Family faces a major
disaster,

Hiding in the Anbang Building is definitely safer than other places.

No matter where a New Yorker is in New York, as long as he looks up at the bustling
Manhattan,

In the distance, he will be able to see the Anbang Building.

With such a large number of people in sight, no one can possibly do anything to the
Evans Family.

Lily called the Anbang Building the last fortress of the Evans Family,

And the secret about this fortress was known only to the old man and the oldest
Desmond.

In addition, even Marcus, who spends most of his time in the Anbang Mansion, does not
know that this floor has such a mystery.

The reason why he didn’t tell Marcus was because the old man thought that his second
son has a radical personality,

And is suitable for opening up new territories in the business field,

But once the matter is about the safety and security of the whole family,



His radical personality could easily make a wrong judgment because he is not cautious
enough.

In the nick of time, a judgment that is not cautious enough may lead to the
consequences, even disaster.

In contrast, the oldest Desmond character is cautious, everything for stability,

With the decisions about the safety of the Evans Family, the old man also trusts him
more.

This kind of fortress will not be activated until the last moment, its secrets, only he and
Desmond know.

Right now, although the Evans Family was lucky to escape a disaster,

But this time the form of the most urgent, so the old man can think of the place, only the
Anbang Building.

Marcus did not quite understand his father’s decision, he said doubtfully:

“Dad, in terms of security, I’m afraid that no place is better than the manor in Los
Angeles, right?”

“There is an underground shelter there, and if something really bad happens, the shelter
can protect the family.”
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Desmond stepped forward at this time and said, “Marcus, Dad is right,”

“Now for us, nowhere is safer than the Anbang Mansion, where Sis has left us a way
out.”

Marcus’s eyes widened and he wanted to say something,



But he quickly figured out the reason, so he nodded firmly and said seriously, “Okay!
Then we will go to AnBang Mansion!”

Desmond nodded and didn’t say anything more,

But in his heart, he couldn’t help but feel very surprised at the old man’s performance
tonight.

Tonight, the old man’s performance, not to say that he was absolutely unperturbed by
changes,

But he was also beyond a normal state of calmness.

And his thinking logic is also very clear, can not see the shadow of suffering from
Alzheimer’s.

Just when he thought the old man’s brain might have improved,

He suddenly discovered that the old man had been hiding,

A very miniature ballpoint pen in the fingers of his right hand.

And he, too, had been constantly poking the palm of his left hand quietly with the tip of
the pen.

He took a closer look and realized that the old man’s left palm,

Has densely written a lot of words, and the old man every time poked his palm,

He would look down quietly at those small words written in the palm of his hand.

Desmond even found that the old man’s palm has picked a location,

A few points have poked deeply and sunken in,

Even the skin is broken due to the constant poking,



Ballpoint pen ink even penetrated into the skin, forming similar old tattoo-like traces.

Although it is not possible to see what is written on the palm of the old man’s hand,

But Desmond can guess, that must be the old man himself who wrote words to
constantly remind himself of his own words.

Desmond felt a heartache, but also can not help but quietly lean toward the old man,

Until the old man, next poked with the ball-point in his palm,

And peek at the text, he only saw the three lines written on it.

“Lily and Bruce have been gone for a full twenty years;”

“Thanks to the kindness of Charlie’s fiancée for saving my life;”

“Charlie has not yet returned.”

Seeing these three lines, Desmond’s nose was sore and his eyes could not help but feel
a wet heat.

He could tell that the old man must have been in great pain when he wrote these three
lines.

He also saw that the reason why the old man wrote these three lines,

It is to remind himself constantly and not to forget these pieces of information.

As a child, seeing his father so hard to remember his own daughter,

And a son-in-law who had been dead for twenty years,

His grandson who has not been found, and Desmond’s heart is more heartbroken.

However, he also knows very well in his heart, that this kind of thing,



He can not persuade, can only let the old man digest it.

Soon, Marcus gathered all the Evans Family’s bodyguards in New York, one by one,
near the performance venue.

After the people arrived, Marcus said to the old man and the old lady,

“Dad, mom, everyone is here, we can go now.”
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Desmond and Marcus took the lead and led the Evans Family members out of the box.

Charlie listened to the fading footsteps, relieved at the same time, his heart also
seemed to be a little disappointed.

He felt that it might not be a bad thing to identify with his grandparent’s family.

For the two old people, it is also a psychological comfort.

However, once he thought of the death of his parents and having no clues about it and
the thought that the enemy may be far more powerful than he imagined, Charlie is a
little glad that he has been persistent.

After all, only when in the dark can there be low-key development.

Otherwise, in the case of prematurely drawing out the behemoth that is hidden in the
darkest of places, it is likely to invite a big disaster for those around him.

With the four elevator doors closed, in the entire VIP area, only Charlie as well as Claire
who was leaning on his shoulder sleeping remained.

So, he quietly withdrew a trace of aura that was left in her brain and immediately after
that, he closed his eyes and pretended to be asleep.

It was only then that Claire woke up quietly.

And her first thought, when she woke up, she said in her mind, “I… where am I?”



Immediately after, when she saw Stefanie singing and dancing on the stage, through
the floor-to-ceiling window, she was struck by lightning before she exclaimed, “Ah? The
concert has already started? I… how did I fall asleep at such an important time…”

After saying that, she could not help but look at Charlie beside her, found him also tilted
his head and sleeping and quickly shook his shoulders and said, “Husband… husband,
quickly wake up!”

Charlie pretended to be sleepy and opened his eyes, then with a confused face asked
her “Wife, what's wrong… I was dreaming…”

Claire pointed to the concert stage and said with a grinning face “Look, the concert has
already started, why are we both asleep?”

Charlie pretended to be surprised and said, “Oops I fell asleep… it really started… I do
not know how I fell asleep ah, could it be that we were too tired?”

Claire with an aggrieved bar said “I do not know… but I do not seem to feel tired and the
opening video just played, I was watching, don't know how! Suddenly I have no memory
of it.“

Charlie said casually “This situation is not very abnormal. Sometimes sleep ups your
energy, sleepover just needs a blink of an eye, you are doing other things one second,
in the next, you are pushed directly into dreamland.”

He continued with a serious face “You see a lot of fatigue causes driving accidents, they
are thinking that they can certainly hold up and will not fall asleep, they drive so hard,
the result, a moment of sleep over, they do not know anything and then wake up, the
car has turned over into the ditch.”

Claire with red eyes said “But I just really didn't feel sleepy at all…”

She no longer wanted dwell on this issue, becoming depressed said “Oh, I do not want
to care how I just fell asleep, the main thing is that I do not know how long the concert
has been going on, so good an opening clip was missed, the opening performance all
missed, I am really depressed…”

Charlie laughed “Oh, it’s okay, today we did not see the beginning of the concert, we
can wait for the next one to make up for it! The theme of this tour is the same, the



opening of each concert and the order of the songs will not be different, but the next
concert before the opening you should rest well and not fall asleep again.”

He added “If you think you can’t make up for it by watching one, then let’s watch two
more! This will do it, right?”

Although Claire still felt regretful in her heart, when Charlie said so, she could only nod
and said helplessly “Even if I watch two more, I will definitely watch all the next ones
without missing a second!”

Seeing that she has accepted the reality, Charlie also felt slightly relieved then looked at
the time and laughed “Okay, okay, the concert is only about thirty to forty percent over,
from now on enjoy it!”

“Mmm!” Claire heavily nodded her head, hands on her chin, concentrating on Stefanie’s
performance.
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A few moments later.

At the exit of the VIP area of the venue, dozens of cars drove out one after another.

These cars included the Joules family’s convoy and the Evans Family’s convoy, in which
the Evans Family took eight cars and quickly drove away from the scene to the Anbang
Mansion.

Meanwhile, New York Chinatown.

Several police cars drove quickly into Chinatown and stopped in front of Hogan’s roast
goose restaurant.

More than ten New York police officers got down from the cars and walked into the
restaurant.

At the head of the group was Jack’s subordinate known as Stefan Simmons.

At this time, there were still many customers eating at the restaurant.



As soon as Stefan entered, he startled the diners.

At this time, he pressed one hand on the pistol at his waist, pointed at his badge with
one hand and said to the crowd, “Excuse me, gentlemen, the police are handling a
case, please sit where you are and do not move.”

Seeing so many police officers come to the door, the boy Jordan was too nervous to
speak and a roast goose in his hand was about to be put on the customer’s table, but
his hand unconsciously shook and the meal fell to the ground.

Then, he suddenly turned around like crazy and shouted in the direction of the back
kitchen “Uncle Hogan! Cops are coming! Run! Run!”

When Stefan heard this, he immediately pressed him to the ground and warned in a
cold voice “Kid, I know everything about you and Hogan, if you don’t want to be
repatriated back, stay honestly on the side and don’t say anything, otherwise, I can’t
help you!”

While struggling, Jordan shouted, “Send me back! I want to go back with Uncle Hogan!”

Stefan said sternly, “You are really insensitive, I want to let you go for the sake of your
age, don’t be like that!”

Hogan came out of the back kitchen and without taking off his apron, he hurriedly said,
“Officer, officer! I am Hogan, I will fully cooperate with you and your law enforcement,
but Jordan is still young, he doesn’t know what’s going on, so don’t take it personally!”

Stefan saw Hogan come out, his tone and attitude eased a lot, he let go of Jordan and
warned in a low voice “Little boy, this time you are lucky to meet me, if it was those
ghosts who came, you would be finished! In the future, you honestly stay in Chinatown,
I will not give you a hard time, but you have to know in your heart, everything you must
learn to endure, back then there were many compatriots like you smuggled to the
United States, now mixed into the people, your not the first to endure.”

Jordan also knew that this police officer is not malicious, could not help but tear up like
rain and asked “What are you going to do to Uncle Chen? He can’t go back to Hong
Kong, if he goes back, he will be killed…”



Stefan sighed and was about to say something when Hogan said with a bemused smile,
“Jordan, you should not worry about the sky, Hong Kong is also a society under the rule
of law, it’s not as chaotic as you think.”

After that, he looked at Stefan and said, “I knew you guys would come, the luggage is
already packed, can you let me go get it?”

Stefan beckoned to another colleague beside him, saying, “You go in with him!”

The other party immediately agreed “Okay!”

Soon after, Hogan pulled out his shabby little suitcase and walked up accompanied by
the policeman.

He looked at Jordan and smiled faintly, “Jordan! You’ve grown up, you’re not a weak
boy anymore, you have to learn to be on your own! Remember what I told you, run this
store well, don’t ruin my 20 years of hard work, got it?”

The strong boy started shedding tears, while nodding repeatedly and choking, then
said, “I know Uncle Hogan…”

Hogan nodded in satisfaction and looked at the shocked crowd of diners, arching his
hand and saying “Many of you are my old customers, after tonight, I can not cook roast
goose rice for you, but Jordan he has followed me for more than ten years, the craft he
has learned very well, I hope you can support his business more in the future!”

The diners all knew that Hogan was illegally stranded in the U.S.

Although they didn’t know his past, it was clear that since the police had approached
him, he would definitely be deported back.

So, everyone spoke up to reassure him and said they would take care of Jordan’s
business more often.

Hogan said thank you to the people and then looked at Jordan and instructed, “Jordan,
I’ll go, this meal is on me tonight, you must remember to give all free bills!”
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The words spoken by Hogan sounded like a farewell to Jordan.



To him, Hogan had played the role of a father for more than ten years,

And was the only family member in his heart, so he was incredibly sad to see him get
arrested.

But Hogan was unwilling to let him dwell on it too much.

Police officer Stefan originally wanted to leave him some time to say goodbye to Jordan,

But Hogan himself picked up his suitcase and spoke, “Officer, let’s go.”

Stefan sighed and said, “Okay, let’s go.”

Hogan asked him, “Do you still need to put on the handcuffs?”

“No.” Stefan waved his hand and said, “You are only suspected of illegal detention,”

“It is not a felony, we will take you back, and conduct a preliminary investigation,”

“Then take a statement, then the commissioner of the immigration bureau will come
over to joint investigation,”

“If it is determined that your illegal detention is true,”

“We will start the repatriation process, then you will be sent to the plane by a person.”

Hogan nodded, bowed slightly very politely, and said, “I have given you all trouble.”

Stefan heard him say so, and all of a sudden also with some embarrassment coughed
twice,



Said with a big deep meaning: “Ahem …… Okay, I have to tell you, this matter of yours
is not led by our police,”

“It is led by the Immigration Bureau, it is estimated that someone there received,”

“A report about your illegal stay, so they asked us for the follow-up.”

Saying that Stefan also deliberately cursed and said: “Fcuk, I do not know what is so
amazing,”

“Illegal stay in Chinatown, or illegal smuggling in the country, so many people have not
reported, but you were reported.”

Stefan’s implication is to remind Hogan as well as Jordan,

Behind this matter there is someone doing the work.

Hogan naturally also knows, but he has long looked at this matter lightly,

So he said with just a slight smile: “After all,”

“I broke the law in the first place, others reported me, that is also reasonable.”

Stefan did not expect that Hogan’s mentality was so calm, helplessly said,

“Okay, I have read your information, you are a smart person,”

“Since you have already figured out the stakes, then I will not be here to talk more
nonsense.”

After saying that, he deliberately looked at Jordan and said:

“The whole process of arrest, investigation, and determination of deportation,”

“All down, generally take five to seven days, but your case is obviously special,”

“So the Immigration Bureau requires that the case be closed within three days,”



“But then, my boss was recently forced to retire early, so I’m not in a good mood,”

“So I plan to grind, estimated You have a number in mind if you have any other abilities,”

“Do not hide, seize the time to think of ways.”

Stefan had read Hogan’s information until he returned to Hong Kong will certainly be in
danger of life,”

And he also knew that Hogan and Stefanie’s father are family friends,

If in this matter Stefanie’s family can help, it may be able to save his life,

So he deliberately mentioned the two, and even indicated that he would try to help delay
Hogan’s repatriation time.

Hogan also heard the meaning of Stefan’s words, he looked at Jordan and said
seriously,

“Ah Jordan, don’t contact anyone, I don’t want to owe anyone any more favors,
understand?”

“I understand Uncle ……” Jordan cried and nodded, but in his heart, he already had his
own calculations.

He felt that no matter what, he must inform Miss Sun, that right now she can save
Uncle.

Hogan then smiled faintly at Jordan, turned, and walked out with Stefan.

Jordan ran after them and watched them take Hogan into one of the police cars.

The entire convoy then left Chinatown with its blinding police lights flashing.

When the caravan disappeared from sight, Jordan immediately returned to the store
and wanted to call Stefanie.

However, he suddenly remembered that he did not have Stefanie’s contact information.
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After all, Stefanie is a big star, and every time she comes,

She is a valued guest of Uncle Chen, so he always works quietly with Uncle, and rarely
has any communication with Stefanie.

He knows that the only way to save Uncle Chen is to have Stefanie know the situation,

But there is no way to contact her still makes him anxious.

Thinking of Stefanie’s concert today, he hurriedly took off his apron and said to the
diners in the store,

“I have something to do, please make yourself at home, please close the door for me if
you are the last to leave, thank you!”

After that, he hurried out of the store and stopped a taxi to go to the show.

He didn’t know if he had a chance to see Stefanie when he goes to the show.

But, at the moment, this is the only way he can do it.

……

Meanwhile.

The Evans Family, escorted by their own bodyguards as well as Michaela and Karl,
arrived safely at the Anbang Building.

After Michaela sent the family into the building, she said to Old Lord Evans,



“Lord Evans, if there is anything you need from me recently, please feel free to contact
me.”

Lord Evans nodded and said gratefully, “Thank you, Miss Joules!”

Michaela said, “Don’t be polite, it’s all I should do.”

Lord Evans then added: “By the way Miss Joules, I have contacted one of my personal
assistants,”

“When I was in the car just now, he and his team have come over from Los Angeles
now,”

“It’s hard for you to keep the corpses and the personal belongings, my people will
contact you when they arrive.”

“No problem.” Michaela said without thinking, “When he arrives in New York, just have
him contact me directly!”

“Okay!” Elder Evans nodded slightly and said, “Then we’ll go up first!”

At this moment, at the entrance of the elevator hall,

The security check equipment had been set up, and Marcus said to his parents and
other family members,

“In order to prevent accidents, all of us have to do a comprehensive security check
before going upstairs,”

“I have just had someone check the elevator and confirmed that there is no
abnormality,”

“But we should be cautious, after passing the security check, enter the elevator in pairs
and go upstairs in groups.”

Marcus’s caution did not cause anyone to object,

And everyone knew very well that safety was the most important thing at such times.



So, the old man and his wife went through the security check first and then took the
elevator upstairs.

Desmond and his wife followed closely behind.

Only after everyone passed the security check and went upstairs,

Did Michaela breathe a sigh of relief and didn’t stay much longer,

Turned around and led the people to leave the Anbang Building.

The first thing Lord Evans did when he led everyone to the top floor…

Was to close the physical partition on the top floor of the Anbang Building.

After closing the partition, he called his three sons and one daughter to the conference
room,

And after everyone sat down, he took the lead and said,

“For the next seven days, all of us should not leave this place,”

“First wait and see how things develop, and if the danger is temporarily lifted, we will
leave in groups.”

After that, he said, “In addition, tonight’s incident you can see,”

“The other party’s purpose is not to get rich, but to exterminate the entire Evans Family,”

“So, from the time everyone leaves, everyone in the Evans Family must not gather
anywhere outside the Evans Family,”

“And at the same time to double our investment in security,”

“At all times to ensure that there are sufficient security personnel and sufficient security
means!”

Desmond spoke up, “Dad, I suggest that in the future our security work should no longer
rely on a small number of martial arts masters,”



“But should build a complete, comprehensive, and powerful security system, as the
president has,”

“To form security personnel into multiple independently operating security systems,”

“To ensure that multiple systems from near to far, from inside to outside layers of
cross-coverage,”

“And to do enough redundancy, even if one of the systems is down, the other systems
can still work as usual!”

“That’s right!” Lord Evans nodded and said seriously,

“Desmond, you have a delicate mind, you will be in charge of this matter,”

“From now on, security is the primary need of the Evans Family, in terms of security,”

“Even if you invest more money, you will not hesitate to do so!”
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At the show, tens of thousands of people were excited to witness the first performance
of Stefanie’s global tour.

The entire performance was almost flawless to the point of perfection, allowing all fans
to be completely immersed in it.

Although Claire missed the opening minutes of the show,

The impeccable performance that followed for more than an hour made her leave her
earlier regrets behind completely.

The performance, too, ended half an hour later than expected.

Because the fans at the scene have been strongly asking Stefanie for an encore,



She has returned to the stage five times and sang five songs,

But the fans are still not satisfied and are still shouting the slogan of the encore.

However, the performance could not be continued by the enthusiasm of the fans,

So when the show returned five times, Stefanie bowed deeply to the stage, and then,

All the lights were turned on, and the staff also informed everyone through the sound
system.

That the show is over tonight, so please exit the stage in an orderly manner.

The fans all know very well that once the lights are all on and the ending message is
played, the show is completely over.

Although they were not satisfied, they started to leave the stage in a very orderly
manner.

Charlie then said to Claire: “Wife, let’s go, while the crowd has not yet gone out,”

“It is more convenient to drive away, if we wait, tens of thousands of people have gone
out,”

“The outside must also be jammed into a pot of porridge.”

Claire nodded gently and said petulantly, “Honey, you must not forget that you have to
take me to the next show ……”

“Okay!” Charlie laughed: “The next show should be the day after tomorrow in Boston,”

“The day after tomorrow I must accompany you there!”



Claire then satisfied, holding Charlie, smiled: “Then let’s go first.”

When the two of them came out of the box, the whole VIP area,

Already can not show any difference to a general eye. No smell of blood and meat.

Everything here in Claire’s eyes, there is no difference from the time of arrival.

When the two walked to the elevator hall, it happened that Chloe also came up in the
elevator.

When she saw Charlie and Claire, she hurriedly went forward and said in a relaxed
manner,

“Master Wade, Mrs. Wade, did you two enjoy the show?”

Charlie nodded and smiled: “Very good, Miss Sun’s performance was really great.”

Claire also said seriously and incomparably at the side:

“This is the most shocking concert I’ve ever seen ……”

“The only regret is that I accidentally fell asleep at the beginning myself ……”

Chloe smiled faintly and said, “It does not matter, the day after tomorrow it is Boston,”

“I also reserved for you two VIP boxes, then you are welcome to come over to support
the show!”

Saying that she continued, “Right Mrs. Wade, if I remember correctly, you and Master
Wade should be in Providence, right?”

“Yes!” Claire nodded her head.

Chloe then said, “It’s very close to Boston, it’s just an hour’s drive away, so you two
must come over then!”

Claire said happily, “Yes, yes! We’ll definitely come over then! I definitely won’t fall
asleep again in the next show!”



Chloe glanced at Charlie, smiled and nodded, and said,

“Now the audience has started to exit, it is estimated that there will be traffic congestion
near the arena,”

“You two should go out earlier, otherwise you may have to delay for several minutes if
you are blocked.”

Charlie nodded and said, “We are planning to go first, so as to avoid traffic jams later.”

Chloe was busy saying, “Then I’ll send you two down!”

The three of them took the elevator downstairs, and Chloe sighed heavily after seeing
Charlie and Claire get into the car.

She had just been dealing with the aftermath of the murdered staff,

And her emotions had been rather depressed, but considering that Charlie and Claire
were VIPs,

She still managed to come over to exchange pleasantries,

And seeing that her task was completed, she didn’t dare to relax a bit,

Because she had to rush to backstage to explain things clearly to Stefanie.
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And at the same time, outside the arena, Jordan came to the arena security guard and
begged:

“I really know Miss Sun, I have a very important thing to find her for, a hundred
thousand times urgent!”

“Please tell Miss Sun that my name is Jordan and I’m a fellow of Chinatown Roast
Goose Restaurant, she will definitely know!”



The security guard scoffed at his words and said disdainfully,

“Come on, I don’t know how many fans have come over tonight to make up stories with
me,”

“And you’re the worst one! You’re a fellow of a roast goose store, how could Miss Sun
know you?”

Jordan said eagerly, “I am telling the truth, if there is half a word is not true,”

“Lightning will strike! Please help me pass on a message, just pass on a message!”

The guard pushed him and said in disgust: “Come on, don’t waste your breath here,”

“Not to mention I don’t believe you at all, even if I did,”

“I’m not qualified to talk to Miss Sun, and you really look up to me!”

When Jordan heard this, he wanted to cry.

He finally understood that he used this method to find Stefanie, here was basically does
not exist the possibility of success.

So, he had a bright idea and came up with a solution.

Although Stefanie was performing in this venue, she definitely did not live the place,

And after the show, she would definitely leave with her team in a car.

So, the best option is to wait for her car out, find a way to stop the car,

Even if it is directly into the road, or directly into her convoy,

As long as he can attract her attention, Uncle Chen will be saved!



Thinking of this, he immediately came to the exit of the VIP channel of the venue,

Because he clearly knows, Stefanie can not come out of the ordinary exit,

And then go to the parking lot to take the car, she must be directly sitting in the car from
the VIP channel to leave,

He can simply wait for her here.

And at this time, Charlie drove his car, with Claire drove out from the VIP channel.

Because it was only one car, Jordan concluded that Stefanie could not be in this car, so
he did not pay much attention.

However, when Charlie came out, he noticed him.

When he saw Jordan standing anxiously by the roadside,

He realized in his heart that something might have happened to the roast goose store or
Hogan.

However, because Claire was around, he could not stop the car to ask him directly,

So he took out his cell phone while waiting for the red light and sent a text message to
Stefanie,

Telling her that Jordan was outside the venue and might have something to ask her, so
she could receive him.

At this moment, Stefanie is sitting in the make-up room to remove her make-up,

Several make-up artists around her, helping her to remove the headdress on her head,

And others began to help her remove the color of her face.

She also couldn’t wait to take out her phone from the drawer,

Ready to send a message to Charlie to ask him how it was tonight.



Unexpectedly, before she could send a message to Charlie, she received a text
message from him.

After seeing the content of the text message, she hurriedly asked the makeup artist
beside her, “Where is Chloe?”

Just as the words left her mouth, Chloe pushed the door and entered.

Stefanie saw Chloe enter through the mirror and quickly said,

“Chloe, please help me go out to pick up someone, just at the exit of the VIP channel,”

“There is a person named Jordan, a fellow of Uncle’s roast goose store.”

Chloe waved her hand and said incomparably serious:

“Let him wait for a while, I have something more important to say to you ……”

After saying that, she said to the makeup artists around Stefanie, “You guys go out first.”

The make-up artists were also very sensible, immediately put down the things in their
hands,

Turned around and went out of the make-up room.

Stefanie saw Chloe’s expression was very ugly and quickly asked, “Chloe, is something
wrong?”

Chloe came to Stefanie’s side in dismay, and looked at her, emotions suddenly tensed
up,

Covered her face and cried out: “Oooh …… Stefanie …… when you perform… …”

“There was a big event in the VIP area …… a lot of people died……”

“Oooo …… I… …I …… I’m fcuking scared to death ……”
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Chloe had been forcing her composure.

Even though she had always acted in a style that was quite feminine,

What happened today was something that she had never experienced in her life.

She saw Jack’s corpse with her own eyes, saw Charlie’s third aunt die of poison,

And saw the gruesome images of multiple members of her team dying.

However, she kept bracing herself to not break down.

Because Stefanie was still performing, she is the head of the whole team, she must take
care of these things.

However, the moment she saw Stefanie, the mind she had been holding on to was no
longer able to continue, and she cried out.

Stefanie was also startled by her performance, and quickly asked:

“What happened in the VIP area? With Charlie in, what big deal can happen that made
you cry and frightened?”

Chloe cried: “You do not know …… with the start of the performance came a wave of
attackers,”

“Killed many people …… even that detective Jack Lee was killed … …”

“What?!” Stefanie’s whole body feeling numb, stared wide-eyed and asked offhandedly,

“What’s going on?! What happened to Charlie and his grandparents?!”

Chloe was busy saying, “They are fine, but a woman in the Evans Family died of poison
……”



The next step was to tell Stefanie what she knew, in its original form.

After listening, Stefanie was also shocked and lost her color.

She never dreamed that such a serious and horrible attack would happen at her
concert,

And the most crucial thing was that she knew nothing about it!

However, after knowing that Charlie and the Evans Family were all well,

And that the woman who died of poison was only Charlie’s aunt, Stefanie was slightly
relieved.

Afterward, her first thought was to hurry up and give Charlie a call to ask what
happened,

After all, what Chloe knew was only a very one-sided part.

And at this time, she suddenly thought that she had just received a text message from
him,

Saying that Jordan was at the VIP exit of the venue.

From the content of Charlie’s text message she presumed that Charlie and Claire have
left,

Thinking they must also be in little danger, so she hurriedly said to Chloe:

“Chloe, this matter we do not discuss, for the time being, dry your tears first,”



“Go outside and pick up Jordan and bring him in,”

“He, you should know, is the guy from Uncle Chen’s roast goose store. “

Chloe hurriedly wiped away tears, nodded, and said, “Okay, I’m going to ……”

After saying that, she said to Stefanie: “You have to hurry up,”

“Let’s hurry up and leave first. Compared to this, the hotel is safer.”

“Okay.” Stefanie said, “You first bring in Jordan.”

Soon, Chloe came in with an anxious and red-eyed Jordan.

As soon as he saw Stefanie, he knelt down in front of her, crying and begging,

“Miss Sun, please save Uncle Chen, if you don’t save him, he won’t survive for sure
……”

Stefanie was astonished and asked, “Get up first, Jordan, tell me properly, what
happened?”

Jordan cried and said, “Uncle Chen is taken away by the police,”

“They said they wanted to hand him over to the Immigration Bureau,”

“Because someone reported him to the Bureau for illegal stay,”

“The police also said, at most five days, Uncle Chen will be deported back to Hong
Kong ……”

Stefanie asked offhandedly, “How could this happen? Is it Gerard who is doing this?!”

“It should be!” Jordan nodded repeatedly, and choked:

“Earlier a cop came to the store to investigate you and young master Wade,”



“Uncle Chen was afraid of revealing information, so he in advance destroyed the
surveillance video hard disk,”

“So that the cops pounced on a blank, the results immediately after,”

“Uncle Chen himself began to pack his luggage, and said he is entrusting the roast
goose store to me,”

“I guess he should be aware that the cops were going to the Hong Kong cops to
investigate his situation,”

“His whereabouts were also found by the one surnamed Liu ……”

Stefanie said with a serious expression, “It seems that after all these years,”

“The surname Liu is still not willing to let go of Uncle Chen ……”
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Stefanie immediately said to Jordan again: “Jordan, you do not rush,”

“And do not panic, there are still a few days, I will find a way to solve this matter!”

Jordan said nervously, “Miss Sun, the cop who took Uncle Chen is quite nice,”

“But I’m afraid that Liu has paid off the higher-level cops here,”

“In case they do special things, what if they send Uncle Chen back tonight?”

Stefanie seriously said, “Solving illegal detention is a judicial process,”

“There are clear legal provisions, it is impossible to be arrested today and sent away
tonight,”

“If the police dare to do something against this process,”

“I will definitely protest to the New York City government, you can rest assured.”



With that, she turned to Chloe and said,

“Chloe, ask our lawyer from the American side to go to the New York Police
Department,”

“Say that we have accepted the commission from Uncle Chen to handle this matter for
him,”

“The lawyer has the right to see the client, and also has the right to ask them,”

“To announce the law enforcement process, they will definitely not dare,”

“To act in a disorderly manner when they see the lawyer involved.”

Chloe hurriedly said, “I’ll call the lawyer right now!”

“Okay.” Stefanie followed up by saying to Jordan,

“Jordan, you have to trust Charlie, with his ability,”

“That Liu definitely won’t dare to do anything to Uncle Chen.”

Jordan did not know Charlie well, so he was worried and said,

“I don’t have Young Master Wade’s contact information ……”

“And I don’t know if he will be willing to intervene ……”

“Definitely will.” Stefanie smiled faintly and said comfortingly,

“I believe that in this world, there is no matter that Charlie can’t handle!”



Saying that she took out her cell phone and tapped while saying,

“I will send a message to Charlie about this matter right now, I believe he must have a
solution!”

The Shangri-La Hotel, where Charlie and Claire were staying, wasn’t too far from the
performance venue.

At this time, he had already driven the car to the entrance of the hotel and handed it
over to the parking boy.

After walking into the elevator with Claire, he received a message from Stefanie,

The message was short and concise and read,

“Charlie, Uncle Chen has been arrested and will be deported back to Hong Kong soon!”

When he saw this line, the first thing Charlie thought of was that he and Stefanie had
harmed him.

He thought: “Chinatown is a relatively small, closed society,”

“Where there are a large number of illegal stays and illegal smuggling of black items,”

“And the police generally do not ask about things here,”

“Uncle Chen hiding in Chinatown for so many years without incident, now suddenly gets
arrested,”

“Must be because he and Stefanie attracted the attention of Jack ,”

“Which led to the exposure of Uncle Chen’s identity.”



“And that Gerard in Hong Kong has always regarded Uncle Chen as the shame of his
life,”

“Once he learned of the current situation of Uncle Chen,”

“He will definitely find a way to make the U.S. side deport his prey back.”

“Although he had an agreement with that Liu before,”

“As long as he does not return to Hong Kong, he will no longer make things difficult for
Uncle Chen,”

“But he is now using this method to force Uncle Chen to have to go back,”

“As long as Uncle Chen’s feet touch on the ground in Hong Kong, that Liu surnamed will
find someone to kill him,”

“It will not be a violation of his initial promise to Uncle Sun,”

“And then Uncle Sun will not have any reason to go after him ……”

Thinking of this, Charlie could not help but sneer: “This Liu, really played a good game!”

About this man from Hong Kong Gerard Liu, Charlie does not have a half-good
impression.

This is not because of what he did to Uncle Chen,
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Because Charlie is fair and objective, although Uncle Chen is the underdog in this
matter,

But in this matter it is also really the fault of Uncle Chen.

That Gerard, for his dignity, and reputation, wants to retaliate against Uncle Chen and it
is all human nature.



However, the point that Charlie is most dissatisfied with Gerard, is this person’s
insubordination.

According to the dictation of Uncle Chen in the roast goose store at that time,

In the earliest incident, Uncle Chen had first called his father for help.

And Charlie’s father, also immediately flew to Hong Kong, and with Gerard reached an
agreement,

So he looked at his face, let Uncle Chen leave.

But not long after that, with the father and grandfather conflict,

Mr. Wade took Charlie and his mother to settle in Aurous Hill,

After that, the parents were killed.

The first thing that Liu did after learning of his father’s death was to go back on his word.

He completely disregarded the previous agreement with his father,

And almost immediately sent a large number of people around the world to hunt down
Uncle Chen.

The reason why he gave up temporarily was that Philip took over for his father.

And fortunately, Philip was seriously ill, and Stefanie found Charlie.

Otherwise, in case Philip died of illness, the surname Liu would certainly also renege
after knowing.

In that case, Uncle Chen would have been killed by the assassins who coveted the
bounty.



Moreover, the one surnamed Liu was now ready to use a curved way to get around his
promise to Philip,

Which made Charlie despise his character even more.

Not being moral and not respecting promises, this is the reason for Charlie’s greatest
dissatisfaction.

Therefore, he immediately sent a text message back to Stefanie,

And the content was also very concise, with only seven words: “Don’t worry, I have
everything under control.”

On the other hand, after Stefanie saw Charlie’s reply to the text message, her heart was
satisfied.

She simply handed her phone to Jordan’s face, pointing to Charlie’s message,

Said with a proud face: “Look, I told you, Charlie will not sit idly!”

“You just relax and wait, he will definitely be able to solve this matter perfectly,”

“Maybe when this matter is over, Uncle Chen will not have to hide in the east again in
his life!”

Jordan was surprised and delighted, and at the same time asked with a hint of
confusion,

“Miss Sun, is Young Master Wade really that capable?”

“I have followed the news of that Gerard on the Internet, he is a very powerful person,”



“He used to be one of the largest real estate developers in Hong Kong,”

“And later became a shipping tycoon in Hong Kong, after the Hong Kong Li family went
to England to develop,”

“He is almost the richest tycoon in Hong Kong …… Strength goes through the sky ……”

“It doesn’t matter,” Stefanie said very firmly:

“In your eyes, he has heavenly strength, in the eyes of Charlie, he is a sgum!”

On the other hand,

After Charlie and Claire returned to the room, while Claire was preparing to put the
water in the bath,

Charlie walked up to the terrace alone and called Stefanie back.

As soon as the phone call came through, he asked, “Stefanie, is Jordan still at your
place?”

Stefanie said: “I just had someone send him back, by the way,”

“Charlie, what happened tonight? Chloe said that many people died, even that Jack Lee
got killed?”

Charlie hmmmd, and explained the whole known situation.

After listening, Stefanie exclaimed, “My goodness, how could there be such cruel
people ……”

Saying that she blamed herself quite a bit and said,

“Charlie, do you think it could be that there is a mole in my team?”

“Otherwise how could the gang work so well together?”

“Surprisingly, they attacked at the time when the background music was at its
strongest,”



“They must have figured out the flow of the concert in advance ……”

“It may not be.” Charlie faintly said:

“At present, the only identified mole is my third aunt,”

“But she is dead, I guess the attackers simply do not know your concert flow,”

“Also do not know when the background music was the strongest,”

“They could grasp the timing so accurately, must still be because”

“My third aunt from the inside tipped off, she should have felt The timing was right, and
then notified the gang of attackers.”
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Stefanie said: “But didn’t you say that your third aunt had a shielding device on her?”

“Put her with shielding equipment, then she has no way to contact the attackers herself
right ……”

Charlie could not help but laugh lightly: “How do you have a tendency to think like that?”

“I speculate that she has been waiting for the right time when the time came,”

“She first sent the message to notify the attackers, and then immediately open the
shielding device,”

“After all, the attackers only used less than a minute to reach the corridor,”

“Such a short shielding time, focus on watching the performance of the Evans Family,”

“The Evans Family people who were watching the show might not even notice.”

Stefanie suddenly realized this and spoke: “Then it seems that they just want to kill the
entire Evans Family all at once,”



“In that case, your third aunt’s task would be completed, so she could follow them
together and evaporate……”

“Right.” Charlie sighed: “I really didn’t expect that with the Evans Family being so
powerful today,”

“There are still people who want their lives all the time,”

“This organization’s strength, I’m afraid, is much more powerful than I thought.”

Stefanie asked, “Then what should we do? If we don’t find out,”

“I’m afraid your grandparents’ family will always be in danger, right?”

Charlie said, “This should not be so, the reason why they were caught,”

“By the other side, today was indeed too much of negligent,”

“I believe that with their strength and insight, they should not have left such
opportunities for the other side,”

“Otherwise the other side would not have allowed my third aunt to hide in the Evans
Family for such a long time,”

“The next Evans Family just needs to be alert, the other side should find it difficult to find
another opportunity.”

“That’s good.” Stefanie breathed a sigh of relief and asked,

“Right Charlie, the matter of Uncle Chen, what are you going to do about it?”

Charlie then said, “I just thought about it, since we want to solve this matter,”

“Then we should simply solve it from the source,”



“Isn’t it true that Uncle Chen will not be deported back to Hong Kong until a few days
later,”

“Then I will go to Hong Kong in advance to meet that Gerard Liu,”

“Before Uncle Chen arrives in Hong Kong, set things right there for him so that he can
go back openly.”

Stefanie was busy asking, “Then when do you plan to go to Hong Kong?”

Charlie pushed the time and then said, “I promised your sister-in-law that I would
accompany her to see your 2nd concert,”

“The day after tomorrow, and after your 2nd concert is over, I will depart for Hong Kong.”

Stefanie’s heart is somewhat sour, pouting her lips, she muttered:

“You show love to your wife all the time, even in this critical time you are thinking more
about her,”

“My next performance is the day after tomorrow, you will watch and then leave,”

“For Hong Kong, that is at least three days, in case something goes wrong in the middle
what to do ……”

Charlie explained: “I am not to show love, I can always go to Hong Kong,”

“But I can not directly throw your sister-in-law here,”

“Not to mention that I also have to find a suitable reason and opportunity,”

“And the situation of the surnamed Liu I do not know very well,”



“So I need a little time to do homework, to set a good example to this old boy.”

Said, Charlie said: “To be honest, if you just want to keep Uncle Chen safe,”

“It couldn’t be simpler, Liu in my eyes is not a solid egg,”

“I can have the Hall send dozens of experts to Hong Kong tonight,”

“Directly kill him, then Uncle Chen will naturally be safe.”

Speaking here, Charlie added: “Only this way of handling, too unskilled,”

“For Uncle Chen, will certainly also make him fall into self-condemnation for the rest of
his life,”

“So this matter can not come hard, I have to let the surnamed Liu himself be
convinced.”

“As for the safety of Uncle Chen in the next few days, you do not have to worry,”

“Although Liu’s strength is in Hong Kong, but in New York, it is not ranked high,”

“I will ask Miss Joules to help covertly protect Uncle Chen’s safety,”

“By the way, the time to delay of these few days,”

“I will first get my mother-in-law to the United States to accompany your sister-in-law,”

“And then go to Hong Kong to help Uncle Chen to set all these things right!”

“After I’ve settled everything, then let Miss Joules’s side loose a little,”

“Then Uncle Chen will be sent back, and everything will be fine!”


